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Elizabeth Bayley Seton's Commonplace Book of Poetry 
Archives, St. Joseph Provincial House, Rare Book 31 
Introduction 
Could a notebook of poems or poetic passages, begun by a fifteen year 
old girl in 1788, have value as documentary evidence of her life? That is the 
question I faced when I first transcribed the selections in Elizabeth Bayley 
Seton's poetry notebook. Pursuing the sources for these poems convinced 
me that the collection provided valuable insights into young Elizabeth 
Bayley's character in the years prior to and after her marriage to William 
McGee Seton. Elizabeth made the first selections in late 1788, and continued 
over time until 1801. The needs of her growing family, her husband's busi- 
ness troubles, and her new interest in spirituality prompted her to give the 
book to her eight-year-old daughter, Anna Marie. She explained: 
"This book was began when I was fifteen and written with 
great delight to please my father - Since I have been a 
mother the idea of continuing it for my Children's instruc- 
tion and amusement as well as to give them an example of a 
good means of adding to the pleasure of Study and assisting 
the memory has been one of my favourite fancys." 
The Archives of the Daughters of Charity at St. Joseph Provincial House, 
Emmitsburg, Maryland, hold three notebooks that belonged to Elizabeth. 
All three measure eight inches by sixteen inches and are similar to common- 
place books, popular in the Renaissance and later. ASJPH Rare Books #30 
and #32 each contain more than a hundred pages of copied material center- 
ing upon history, philosophy, travel, etc., but they were not used exclusively 
by Elizabeth. I have focused my interest on ASJPH Rare Book #31, eighty- 
seven pages of poetry which includes passages comprised of single stanzas, 
longer passages, or complete poems. Discovering the specific sources for 
Elizabeth's choices convinced me that they reflected upon a young teenager's 
transition to a settled wife and mother. Her Dear Remembrances does contain 
several childhood memories but it was written, years later, not only as an 
adult but as a widow and religious foundress. The content of this poetry and 
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its source material provide an insight into Elizabeth Bayley Seton not found 
in her letters, religious writings, translations, post-conversion Bibles, or her 
correspondence after October 1803. 
Elizabeth Bayley Seton's Commonplace Book of Poetry, Rare Book 31. 
Courtesy, Dall~thters of Charity Archives, Emmitsburg, Manyland 
She chose passages from thirty-two poets: twenty-six from England and 
Scotland, two from America, one anonymous, one unidentified, and two 
English translations of Italian and German poems. Beyond the classics of 
Shakespeare and Milton, she selected satires, odes, elegies, narratives, and 
verses, varying from a few lines to several pages. Iambic pentameter is the 
dominant metric in blank verse or rhymed couplets. Her quotations from 
Shakespeare's plays and Milton's Paradise Lost appear midway through the 
collection, cover twelve pages, and give signs of her move toward adult- 
hood. Almost all of the other poets, led by William Cowper and Edward 
Young (each running ten pages), were prominent in the Eighteenth Century. 
Elizabeth may have selected the passages from George Keate, Jane Bowdler, 
and the two translations during her confinements, awaiting the births of her 
younger son Richard or her daughter Catherine. Several of her choices reflect 
the solitude, retirement, meditation, and melancholy of the period's poetry, 
but these are countered by her quotations from Milton and Shakespeare. 
Where did Elizabeth Bayley Seton find this poetry? New York had no 
free public library until 1895. Two types of libraries existed at the time: the 
circulating library operated as part of a business or the social library founded 
and supported by stock owners. Elizabeth's father, Dr. Richard Bayley, made 
several trips to England and may have returned with current publications of 
his fellow physicians or London periodicals. Also, Elizabeth often enjoyed 
the pleasures of Eliza Sadler's library, especially after Eliza returned from 
trips to England. 
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[PJ] Paper: a Poem by D.B. Franklin2 
Some wit of old - such wits of old there were - 
Whose hints show'd meaning, whose allusions care, 
By one brave stroke to mask all human kind, 
Call'd clear blank paper ev'ry infant mind; 
When still, as opening sense his dictates wrote, 
Fair virtue put a seal, or vice a blot. 
The thought was happy, pertinent, and true; 
Methinks a genius might the plan pursue 
I (can you pardon my presumption), I - 
No wit, no genius, yet for once will try. 
Various the papers various wants produce, 
the wants of fashion, elegance, and use. 
Men are as various: and if right I scan, 
Each sort of paper represents some Man. 
Pray note the fop -half powder and half lace - 
Nice, as a bandbox were his dwelling-place: 
He's a gilt-paper, which apart you store, 
And lock from Vulgar hands in the 'Scrutoire. 
Mechanics, servants, farmers, and so forth, 
Are copy-paper, of inferior worth; 
Less priz'd, more useful, for your desk decreed, 
Free to all pens, and prompt at every need. 
The wretch whom Av'rice bids to pinch and spare, 
Starve, cheat, and pilfer, to enrich an heir, 
Is coarse brown-paper, such as pedlars choose 
To wrap up wares, which better men will use. 
Take next the Miser's contrast, who destroys 
Health, fame, and fortune in a round of joys. 
Will any paper match him? Yes, throughout 
This witty satire, composed by Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), first appeared without au- 
thor identification in the April 1772 issue of The Gentleman's Magazine and Historical Chronicle. 
Between the years 1765 and 7775 Franklin served in London as the leading American spokes- 
man. Samuel Kettell assigned the satire to Frankliii in Specimens of American Poetry, Vol. 1 (1829). 
He's a true stinking-paper, past all doubt. 
The retail politician's anxious thought 
Deems this side always right, and that stark nought, 
Ip.21 He foams with censure, with applause he raves - 
A dupe to rumours, and a tool of Knaves; 
He'll want no type his weakness to proclaim 
While such a thing as fools-cap has a name. 
The hasty gentlemen, whose blood runs high, 
Who picks a quarrel, if you step awry, 
Who can't a jest, or hint, or look endure: 
What's He? What? touch-paper to be sure. 
What are our poets, take them as they fall, 
Good, bad, rich, poor, much read, not read at all? 
Them and their works in the same class you'll find; 
They are the mere wast-paper of Mankind. 
Observe the maiden, innocently sweet, 
She's fair White-paper, an unsullied sheet; 
On which the happy man whom fait ordains 
May write his name, and take her for his pains. 
One instance more, and only one I'll bring; 
'Tis the great-man who scorns a little thing. 
Whose thoughts, whose deeds, whose maxims are his own 
Form'd on the feelings of his heart alone; 
True genuine Royal-paper is his breast 
Of all the kinds, most precious, purest, best. 
Lp.31 ["The Scourge: A Satire"I3 
[Part I] 
- I am a Man 
Born a staunch Whig, and bred on Freedom's plan; 
I love my King, his realms would die to save, 
But hate a tyrant and dispise a Slave. 
Blunt is my manners, simple is my sense, 
I like plain dealing and abhor pretence; 
I never stoop to Irony not I, 
For I'm no Joker, and I hate a lie; 
I can't not ev'n in jest turn white to black; 
I call a spade a spade, and Hill a quack, 
johnson a pensioner, the Home a Scot 
George a young King, and Bute - I well know what, 
I'm much too dull for Metaphor, or trope, 
But think of S, when I see a rope; 
Lo! two clench'd fists which each a purse contain 
Bull-face the bruiser rushes on my brain; 
If W- is nam'e, I say, perhaps I swear 
That certain ears should not be where they are; 
But if the name be Smollett's, or Shelbeare's 
I only stroke my face, and scratch my ears. - 
I cannot think, be who will out or in, 
To drink the glorious memory is a Sin; 
Or, having a great faith in right divine, 
To add confusion to the Stuart line. 
Accurssed race! whom Heav'n in direst rage 
Call'd up from Hell to plague an impious age 
And suffer'd spite of groaning Albions tears 
To wield their Iron rod an hundred years 
O! may they ne'er revisit Britain's shore 
And Bunswick reign till time shall be no more. [61-701 
Elizabeth Bayley's written text contains several errors checked against "The Scourge: A 
Satire," Part 1 (1765). Although this satire has been variously attributed to Edward Burnaby 
Greene, to Charles Churchill (1731-1764), and to George Canning (1770-1827), the copy in the 
Newberry Library has the following inscription before the title page: "The Gift of the Author 
George Canning to Arth[ur] Wolfe." The numbers in brackets to the right of her text indicate the 
lines she copied. 
b.41 - A Prayer for Indifference -4 
Oft I've implored the gods in vain 
And pray'd till I've been weary 
For once I'll try my wish to gain 
of Okieron the Fairy - 
Sweet airy being, wanton Sprite, 
that lurk'st in woods unseen 
And oft by Cynthia's silver light 
Tripp'st gaily o'er the green 
If e'er thy pitying heart was mov'd 
As ancient stoies tell 
And for the Athenian maid who lov'd 
Thou sought'st a wondrous spell 
Oh deign once more t'exert thy power 
Haply some herbes or tree 
Sov'reign at Juice of western flow'r 
Conceals a balm for me. 
I ask no kind return of love 
No tempting charm to please 
Far from the Heart those gifts remove 
That sighs for peace and ease. 
Nor Peace nor ease that Heart can know 
Which like the needle true 
Turns at the touch of joy or woe 
And turning trembles too 
Far as distress the Soul can wound 
'Tis pain in each degree 
'Tis bliss but to a certain bound 
Beyond is agony - 
- -- 
V r a n c e s  Greville (born Fanny Macarhey, 172?-1789), is one of two women poets in this notebook. 
According to Roger Lonsdale, Greville's work "was the most celebrated poem by a woman in the 
period." Elizabeth Bayley's copy has different words in several places as compared to the text printed 
in The N m  Oxford BookofEigllteenth Ct-ntury Vevsc (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984). 
Take then this trecherous sense of mine 
Which dooms me still to smart 
Which pleasure can to pain refine 
To pain new pangs impart - 
Oh haste to shed the sacred balm 
My shatter'e nerves new string 
And for my quest serenely mild 
The Nymph Indifference bring 
Lp.51 At her approach, see Hope, see fear, 
See expectation fly; 
And disappointment in the rear, 
That blasts the promis'd joy. 
The tear which pity taught to flow, 
The eye shall then disown' 
The Heart that melts for others woe, 
Shall then scarce feel its own. 
The wounds which now each moment bleed, 
Each moment then shall close 
And tranquil day shall still succeed 
To nights of clam repose. 
0 fairy elf, but grant me this, 
This one kind comfort send; 
And so may never fading bliss, 
Thy flow'r paths attend: 
So may the glow worm's glimmering light 
Thy tiny footsteps lead 
To some new region of delight 
Unknown to mortal tread. 
And be thy acorn goblet fill'd 
With Heav'n's ambrosial dew; 
From sweetest, freshest flowr's distill'd 
That shed fresh sweets for you. 
And what of Life remains for me, 
I'll pass in sober ease, 
Half pleas'd contented will I be, 
Content but half to please. [I-641 
lp.61 [The Pleasures ofthe Imagination: A Poem in Three BooksI5 
[Book I] 
- Ere the radiant Sun 
Sprung from the East, or mid the vault of night 
The moon suspended her serener lamp, 
Ere mountains, woods, or streams adorn'd the globe, 
or Wisdom taught the Sons of Men her lore, 
Then liv'd thlAlmighty One; then deep retired 
In his unfathom'd essence, view'd the forms, 
The forms eternal of created things; 
The radiant Sun, the Moons nocturnal lamp, 
The mountains woods, and streams, the rolling globe, 
and Wisdoms mien C~lestial. From the first 
of days, on them his love divine he fix'd, 
His admiration: till in time compleat, 
What he admir'd and lov'd, his vital smile 
Unfolded into Being. Hence the breath 
of Life informing each organic frame, 
Hence the green Earth, and wild resounding waves; 
Hence light and shade alternate; warmth and cold; 
and clear autumnal skies, and vernal showr's, 
and all the fair variety of things. 
But not alike to every mortal eye 
Is this great scene unveil'd, for since the claims 
of social Life, to different labours urge 
The active powrs of man; with wise intent, 
The hand of Nature on peculiar minds 
Imprints a different bias, and to each 
Decrees its province in the common toil. 
To some she taught the fabric of the Sphere, 
The changeful Moon, the circuit of the Stars, 
Mark Akenside, M.D. (1721-1770), was only twenty-two when this poem was first pub- 
lished. He revised and expanded it over the next ten years, but it remained unfinished at his 
death. Robert Dodsley published it in his Collection of Porins, by Scr~ernl Hnrrds (1774). 
The golden zones of heaven: to some she gave 
To weigh the moment of eternal things, 
of time, and space, and fates unbroken chain, 
And wills quick impulse: others by the hand 
She led o'er vales and mountains, to explore 
1p.71 What healing virtue swells the tender veins 
of herbs and flow'rs; or what the beams of morn 
Draw forth, distilling from the clifted rind 
In balmy tears. But some to higher hopes 
Were destin'd; some within a finer mould 
She wrought, and temper'd with a purer flame. 
To these the Sire omnipotent unfolds 
The worlds harmonious volumn, there to read 
The transcript of himself. on every part 
They trace the bright impressions of his hand: 
In Earth or Air, the Medows purple stores, 
The Moons mild radiance, or the virgin's form 
Blooming with Rosy smiles, They see protray'd 
That uncreated Beauty which delights 
The mind supreme. They also feel her charms, 
Enamour'd; they partake the Eternal joy. 
For as old Memnon's image, long renown'd 
By fabling Nilus, to the quiv'ring touch 
Of Titan's ray, with each repulsive string 
Consenting, sounded thro' the warbling air 
Unbidden strains; even so did natures hand 
To certain species of Eternal things 
Attune the finer organs of the mind: 
So the glad impulse of congenial powr's, 
or of sweet sound, or fair proportion'd form, 
The grace of motion, or the bloom of light, 
Thrills thro' imaginations tender frame, 
From nerve, to nerve, all naked and alive 
They catch the spreading rays, till now the Soul 
at length discloses every tuneful spring, 
To that harmonious movement from without 
Responsive. Then the inexpressive strain 
Diffuses its enchantment: Fancy dreams 
Of sacred fountains and Elysian groves, 
and vales of bliss; the intellectual pow'r 
Bends from his awful throne a wondring ear, 
And smiles, the passions gently fade away 
Sink to divine repose, and love and joy 
Alone are waking 
[~.81 [The Art of Preserving Health16 
[Book I11 "Exercise"] 
The Shades descends, and midnight 
O'er the world expands her sable wings. 
Great nature droops thro' all her works. 
Now happy he whose toil 
has o'er his languid powerless limbs diffused 
a pleasing lassitude: he not in vain 
Invokes the gentle Deity of dreams, 
His powers the most voluptuously dissolve 
In soft repose: on him the balmy dews 
of sleep with double nutriment descend. 
But would you sweetly waste the blank of night 
In deep oblivion; or on fancy's wings 
Visit the paradise of happy dreams, 
and waken chearful as the lively morn; 
oppress not Nature sinking down to rest 
with feasts too late, too solid, or too full [3:383-3971 
[Book IV "The Passions"] 
While choler works, good friend, you may be wrong 
Distrust yourself, and sleep before you fight - 
'Tis not too late tomorrow to be brave; 
If honor bids, tomorrow kill or die. 
But calm advice against a raging fit 
Avails too little; and it tries the power 
of all that ever taught in prose or Song, 
To tame the Fiend that sleeps a gentle Lamb, 
and wakes a Lion, unprovoked and calm, 
You reason well, see as you ought to see 
John Armstrong, M.D. (1709-1779), a physician and poet, is best known for Taste (1753). 
Tire Art of Preserz~ing Health, in four books, was published in 1744. George Saintsbury called 
Armstrong "the most remarkable poet of the school of Thomson," but considered his subjects 
"unsuitable for poetry." 
and wonder at the madness of mankind. [4:458-4681 
I would invoke new passions to your aid: 
With Indignation would extinguish Fear, 
With fear or generous pity vanquish rage, 
And Love with Pride; and force to force oppose, - 
There is a Charm: a power that sways the Breast; 
Bids every passion revel or be still; 
Inspires with rage or all your cares disolves; 
can sooth distraction; and almost despair. 
That power is Music. [4:477-4851 
~p.91 [Book I11 "Exercisef'] 
Thrice happy days in rural business past 
Blest winter nights! When as the genial fire 
Chears the wide hall, his cordial family 
With soft domestic arts the hours beguile, 
and pleasing talk that starts no timorous fame 
With witless wontoness to haunt it down: 
or thro' the fairy land of tale or song, 
Delighted wander, in fictitious fates 
Engaged, and all that strikes humanity; 
Till lost in fable, they the stealing hour 
of timely rest forget. - 
[Book IV "The Passions"] 
Know then, whatever chearful and serene 
Supports the mind, supports the body too; 
Hence the most vital movement mortals feel 
Is Hope; the balm and life blood of the Soul. 
It pleases and it lasts. Indulgent heaven 
Sent down the kind delusion, thro' the paths 
of rugged life; to lead us patient on; 
and make our happiest state no tedious thing. 
Our greatest good, and what we least can spare 
Is Hope; the last of all our evils fear - [4:312-3211 
What avails it that indulgent Heaven 
From Mortal Eyes has wrapt the woes to come, 
If we ingenious to torment ourselves, 
Grow pale at hedious fictions of our own? 
Enjoy the present; nor with heedless cares 
of what may spring from blind misfortunes womb, 
Appal the surest hour that life bestows. 
Serene and master of yourself, prepare 
For what may come; and leave the rest to Heaven.[4:125-1301 
(Armstronds Art of Preservin~ Health) 
[p.101 Vers'd in the woes and vanities of Life 
He pitied Man: and much he pities those, 
Whom falsely smiling fate had curs'd with means 
To dissipate their days in quest of joy. 
our aim is happiness; 'tis yours, 'tis mine, 
He said, 'tis the pursuit of all that Live; 
Yet few attain it, if ' h a s  e're attain'd. 
But they the widest wander from the mark, 
Who thro' the flow'ry paths of saunt'ring joy 
Seek this gay godess; that from stage to stage 
Invites us still, but shifts as we pursue. 
For not to name the pains that pleasure brings 
To counterpoise itself, relentless fate 
Forbids that we thro' gay voluptuous wilds 
Should ever roam; and were the fates more kind, 
our narrow luxuries would soon be stale. 
Were these exaustless, Nature would grow sick 
and cloy'd with pleasure squeamishly complain 
That all was vanity, and life a dream, 
Let Nature rest: be busy for yourself, 
and for your friend; be busy even in vain 
Rather than teize her sated Appetites - [4:233-2561 
'Tis not for mortals always to be blest, 
But him the least the dull or painful hours 
Of Life oppress, whom sober Sense conducts 
and Virtue, thro' this Labyrinth we tread. 
Virtue and Sense I mean not to disjoin; 
Virtue and Sense are one; and trust me, he 
Who has not Virtue, is not truly wise. 
Virtue, (for mere good nature is a fool) 
Is Sense, and spirit, with Humanity: 
'Tis sometimes angry and its frowns confounds; 
'Tis even vindictive, but in vengeance just. 
Knaves fain would laugh at it; some great-ones dare 
1p.111 But at his Heart the most undaunted Son 
of Fortune, dreads its name, and awful charms, 
To noblest uses this determines wealth; 
This is the solid pomp of prosperous days; 
The peace and shelter of Adversity. 
and if you pant for glory, build your fame 
on this foundation, which the secret shock 
Defies of Envy and all-sapping time. 
The gawdy gloss of Fortune only strikes 
The vulgar Eye: the suffrage of the Wise - 
The praise thats worth ambition, is attain'd 
By Sense alone, and dignity of Mind - 
Virtue the strength and beauty of the Soul 
Is the best gift of heaven: a happiness 
That even above the smiles and frowns of fate 
Exalts great natures favourites: a wealth 
That ne'er incumbers, nor to baser hands 
Can be transfer'd: It is the only good 
Man justly boasts of, or can call his own. 
Riches are oft by guilt and baseness earn'd; 
or dealt by chance to shield a lucky Knave, 
or thrown a cruel sun-shine on a fool. 
But for one end, one much neglected use, 
are riches worth your care (for Natures wants 
are few and without opulence supplied.) 
This noble end is to produce the Soul; 
To shew the virtues in their fairest light; 
To make Humanity the Minister 
Of Bounteous Providence; and teach the Breast 
The generous Luxury the Gods enjoy - [4:260-3011 
Armstrong's Health 
The Filicchi portrait. Original painting. 
Courtesy, Daughters of Clzarity Archives, Emmitsburg, Maiylnnd 
[p.121 [Pastorals by John Ranniel 
["Pastoral 11. Noon, Alexis and Lysander"] 
[Lysander -1 Remembrance pauses on the solemn scene 
And tells my bleeding heart how blest I've been; 
Arranging Images of lost delight, 
That sink my present woes in deeper night. [32-351 
[Alexis] 0 Emmelina! how my weary soul 
Loaths the sad confines of this earthly goal! 
It pants, from hence, to wing its flight on high 
And meet thy sainted Spirit in the sky: [130-1341 
The sorrowing Bird, imprisoned in a cage; 
Pours forth, in like captivity its rage: 
Hung out (its fellow warbler to entice 
With all its moving melody of voice) 
It views with fond regret its partner free, 
and longs to share an equal Liberty 
Exhausts in vain Complaints its tuneful breath 
'Till on the wires it beats itself to Death - [137-1441 
["Pastoral 111, Evening, Damon and Menalcas"I7 
[Menalcas -1 Sweet is the dew-drop to the drooping flow'r; 
To Philomela sweet the Evening hour; 
Sweet to the Bee the purple-blossom'd heath; 
But sweeter far to me is Delias breath. [45-481 
[Damon -1 Sweet to the Captive, from his Dungeon born, 
The lucid light that gilds the purple morn; 
Sweet to the slave the sound that sets him free 
But sweeter Rosilinda's voice to me. 
In Beauty Delia when she joins the train, 
Excells the fairest virgin of the plain; 
But Rosalinda dignifies the scene. 
She looks an Ang[e]l, and She moves a Queen. [105-1081 
Rannie 
tp.131 [Odes by John Rannie18 
I cannot but Remember such things were, 
and were most precious to me. 
Shakespear* 
["Ode I"] 
Scenes of my youth! ye once were dear; 
Tho' sadly I your charms survey; 
I once was wont to linger here, 
From early dawn to closing day 
Scenes of my youth! pale sorrow flings 
A shade o'er all your beauties now; 
And robs the moments of their wings 
That scatter'd pleasure as they flew. 
While still to heighten every care, 
The following three stanzas have a large X through them. 
Rannie used Macduff's lines [Macbeth IV: 3:222-31 to introduce his odes. The quotation was 
set in reduced type in the 1789 edition of Ramie's poems at The Newberry Library. John Rannie 
(1750-1800?) was a Scottish poet of the period. 
Reflection tells me such things were 
["Ode 11"] 
'Twas here a tender mother strove 
To keep my happiness in view; 
I smil'd beneath a Parent's love, 
That soft Compassion ever knew. 
In whom the virtues all combin'd; 
on whom I could with faith rely; 
To whom my Heart and Soul was join'd 
By mild affections primal tie! 
Who smiles in heaven exempt from care, 
Whilst I remember such things were! 
["Ode 111"] 
'Twas here were calm and tranquil rest, 
O'er pays the peasant for his toil 
That, first in blessing, I was blest 
With glowing friendship's open smile. 
My friend far distant doom'd to roam, 
Now braves the fury of the Seas: 
He fled his peaceful happy home, 
His little fortune to increase - 
["Ode I V ]  
'Twould ease my soul of all its care 
Could I forget that such things were. [9-101 
Poems by John Rannie 
[~.141 ["To Cordelia"] 
Written by J. Stansbury to his Wife9 
Joseph Stansbury (1753-1831), addressed these lines to his wife. At the close of the American 
Revolution, Stansbury had retired with other Tory refugees to Nova Scotia. Annapolis Royal, 
Nova Scotia, is directly south of St. Johns, New Brunswick, across the Bay of Fundy. Stansbury 
had emigrated from England before the American Revolution. He established himself in 
Philadelphia but his loyalty to the English crown created problems. Recognizing that Nova 
Scotian life was too difficult, he eventually returned and settled in New York. 
Believe me Love, this vagrant life 
O'er Nova Scotia's wilds to roam 
While far from children, friends, and wife 
or place that I can call a home 
Delights not me; another way 
My treasures, pleasures, wishes lay 
In piercing wet and wintry skies 
Where Man would seem in vain to toil 
I see wher'er I turn my eyes 
Luxuriant pastures, trees, and soil 
Uncharm'd I see - another way 
My fondest hopes and wishes lay - 
Oh! could I thro' the future see 
Enough to form a settl'd plan 
To feed my infant train and thee 
and fill the rank and style of man 
I'd chearful be the livelong day 
Since all my wishes point that way 
But when I see a sordid shed 
of Birchen Bark promr'd with care 
Design'd to shield the aged head 
Which British mercy placed there 
'Tis too, too much -I  cannot stay 
But turn with streaming eyes away - 
Oh! how your heart would bleed to view 
Six pretty prattlers like your own 
Exposed to every wind that blew 
Condemn'd in such a hut to mourn - 
Could this be born, Cordelia say? 
Contented in your Cottage stay - 
'Tis true that in this climate rude 
The mind resolv'd may happy be 
And may with toil and solitude 
Live Independant and be free 
So the lone hermit yields to slow decay 
Unfriended lives - unnotic'd dies away 
When so far humbled that no pride remains 
But moot indifference which way flows the stream 
Resign'd to penury its cares and pains 
And hope has left you like a painted dream 
Then here, Cordelia, bend your pensive way 
And close the Evening of Lif's wretched day 
Annapolis Royal 
Sept[ember] 1783 
lp.161 ["Elegy XIII, To a Friend on Some Slight Occasion 
Estranged from 
Life is that stranger land, that alien clime; 
Shall kindred Soulsforego their social claim? 
Launch'd in the vast abyss of space and time 
Shall dark suspicion quench the generous flame? 
Myriads of Souls that knew one parent mould 
See sadly sever'd by the laws of chance! 
Myriads in time's perennial list enroll'd 
Forbade by fate to change one transient glance. 
But we have met - where ills of ev'ry form 
Where passions rage and hurricanes descend 
Say, shall we nurse the rage, assist the storm 
And guide them to the bosom - of a friend 
Yes, we have met - thro' rapine, fraud or wrong - 
Might our joinf aid the path's of peace explore? 
Why leave thy friend amid the boist'rous throng? 
Ere' death divide us and we part no more - [13-281 
Then the keen anguish from thy eye shall start 
'I' William Shenstone (1714-1763). His poems were first published in 1737 while he was still 
in college. Dodsley's Collection o f  Poems (1758) contains forty-seven of his works. His prose and 
poetry were published posthumously in The Works in Verse and Prose of William Slzenstone Esq, ed. 
Robert Dodsley, 2 vols. (London, 1764). 
Sad as thou follow'st my untimely bier 
"Fool that I was - if friends so soon must part 
To let suspicion intermix as fear" - [33-361 
Shenstone 
So plant the vine on Norways wintry land 
The languid stranger feebly bids and dies 
But there's a clim where Virtue shall expand 
And heaven born Truth shall reach her native skies 173-761 
["An Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton C01lege"I'~ 
Gay hope is theirs, by Fancy fed 
Less pleasing when possessed; 
The tear forgot as soon as shed 
The sunshine of the breast - 
Gray 
~p.171 ["The Vision"]'" 
[Duan Second] 
With future hope I oft would gaze 
Fond, on thy little early ways 
Thy rudely-caroll'd chiming phrase 
In uncouth rhymes 
Fir'd at the simple artless lays 
of other times - 
I saw thee seek the sounding shore, 
l1  William Julius Mickle (1735-1788). See [p. 491 below. 
l 2  Thomas Gray (1716-1771). The first of Gray's poems, published in 1747, did not achieve the 
popularity of his "Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard." 
Robert Bums (1759-1796) was the most renowned poet of the century in Scotland. Elizabeth 
Bayley wrote, underlined, and boxed her reaction after line 108. The "Duan" wasused by Ossian 
for the divisions of a digressive poem. The next selections are also by Burns. The verse form 
is "Standard Hobbie." Poems Chiefiy in the Scottish Dialect, published in 1786, was printed in 
Philadelphia two years later. 
Delighted with the dashing roar; 
Or when the north his fleecy store 
Drove thro' the sky, 
I saw grim Nature's visage hoar 
Struck thy young eye - 
Or when the deep green-mantl'd Earth 
Warm cherish'd every flow'ret's birth 
And joy and music pouring forth 
in every grove 
I saw thee eye the gen'ral mirth 
With boundless love 
When ripen'd fields and azure skies 
Call'd forth the reaper's rustling noise - 
I saw thee leave their evening joys 
and lonely stalk, 
To vent thy bosom's swelling rise 
In pensive walk 
When youthful love, warm-blushing, strong, 
Keen-shivering, shot thy nerves along 
Those accents grateful to thy tongue 
Th' ador'd name 
I taught thee how to pour in song 
To soothe thy flame 
I saw thy pulse's maddening play, 
Wild send thee pleasure's devious way, 
Misled by Fancy's meteor-ray 
By passion driven, 
But yet the light that led astray 
Was light from heaven. 
/Too Well I know the being this describes\ 
[p.18] Robert Burns 
To a Mountain Daisy 
on turning one down with the Plough in April 1786 
Wee, modest, crimson-tipped flow'r, 
Thou's met me in an evil hour; 
For I maun crush amang the stoure 
thy slender stem: 
To spare thee now is past my pow'r 
Thou bonie gem. 
Alas! its no thy neebor sweet 
The bonie Lark, companion meet! 
Bending thee 'mang the dewy weet! 
Wi' spreckl'd breast, 
When upward-springing, blythe, to greet 
The purpling East. 
Cauld blew the bitter-biting north 
Upon thy early humble birth: 
Yet chearfully thou glinted forth 
Amid the storm, 
Scarce rear'd above thy parent-Earth 
Thy tender form. 
The flaunting flow'rs our gardens yield 
High shelt'ring woods and wa's maun shield; 
But thou beneath the random bield 
0' clod or stane 
adorns the histie stibble-field 
Unseen, alane. 
There in thy scanty mantle clad, 
Thy snawie bosom sun-ward spread, 
Thou lifts thy unassuming head 
in humble guise; 
But now the share upteares thy bed 
and low thou lies! 
Such is the fate of artless maid, 
Sweetflowfret of the rural shade! 
By Love's simplicity betray'd, 
in guiless trust, 
'Till She like thee all soil'd, is laid 
Low i' the dust. 
Such is the fate of simple Bard 
On lifes rough ocean luckless starr'd! 
Unskilful he to note the card 
of prudent Lore 
'Till billows rage, and gales blow hard 
and whelm him o'er! 
ip.191 Such fate to suffering Worth is giv'n, 
Who long with wants and woes has striv'n, 
By human Pride or cunning driv'n 
To mis'ry's brink, 
Till wrench'd of ev'ry stay but heav'n, 
He, ruin'd sink! 
Even thou who mourn'st the Daisy's fate, 
Thatfate is thine - no distant date; 
Stern Ruin's plough-share drives, elate, 
Full on thy bloom, 
Till crush'd beneath the furrow's weight, 
Shall be thy doom! 
["Despondency: an Ode"] 
Oh! enviable, early days, 
When dancing thoughtless pleasure's maze, 
To care to guilt-unknown! 
How ill exchanged for riper times, 
To feel the follies or the crimes, 
Of others, or my own - 
Ye tiny elves that guiltless sport, 
Like Linnets in the brush, 
Ye little know the ills ye court 
When manhood is your wish! 
the losses, the crosses, 
that Active man engage; 
the fears all, the tears all, 
of dim declining 
["The Tomb of Shakespeare A Vision"1l4 
Teach me what all believe, but few possess, 
That lif's best Science is ourselves to know 
The first of human blessings is to bless, 
And happiest he who feels anothers woe - [verse 391 
Edward's - 
[p.201 The Deserter - l5 
four verses lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The lowly hut beneath whose roof 
He sighed a sad adieu, 
Recieved him (time and distance proof) 
To love and Laura true. 
This Hamlet-fair by fortune scorn'd 
Seem'd natur's favourite child 
With hand profuse by her adorn'd 
- the flowret of the wild 
Her neat but homely garment press'd 
The pure, the feeling heart; 
Oft sought in vain beneath the vest 
of decorated art. 
If sharing all thy cares (she said) 
Has paled my beauty's rose 
Ah know for thee the heart that bled 
With all its passion glows 
Blest moment to my wish that gives 
l 4  John Gilbert Cooper (1723-1759). Elizabeth Bayley incorrectly identified the poet. Cooper's 
poetry can be found in Chambers, The Work of the English Poetsfrom Chaucer to Cooper, Volume 
XV (London, 1810). 
l 5  Edward Jerningham (1727-1812). The Deserter: A Poem (London: J .  Robinson, 1770), at the 
Newberry Library, has fifty-one verses; Elizabeth copied twenty-seven. In several places words 
differ. Cabeysa is a Spaniard, and his love is Mary not Laura. 
The long long absent youth 
He lives - the endearing Cabeysa lives 
and love confirms the truth. 
When thy brave comrades fell around 
What powr's benignant care 
Secur'd thee from the fatal wound 
and Laura from despair. 
Oft in the troubling dream of night 
I saw the rushing spear, 
Nor did the morn's awake'ning light 
Dispel the ling'ring fear - 
Thy tender fears (the youth repli'd) 
Ah give them to the air 
To happiness we're now allied 
And pleasure be our care. 
Let us pursue the joy begun 
Nor lose by dull delay 
Say Laura, shall to-morrows sun 
Illume our nuptual day. 
[p.211 With look reserv'd, she blush'd consent - 
Reserve that takes alarm 
and Love and joy their influence shed 
To raise meek beauty's charm 
The guest[s] to hail the wedded pair 
Beneath their roof repair'd 
With them the little feast to share 
Their scanty purse prepar'd 
Tho' no delicious wines were pour'd 
Mirth took his destin'd place 
The hand-maid Neatness spread the board, 
and sage Content said grace. 
Scarce thro' one hasty week had love 
His grateful blessings shed 
When bliss (as flies the frighted Dove) 
Their humble mansion fled. 
'Twas at Bellona's voice it flew 
That call'd to wars alarms 
Bad[e] the youth rise to valor true 
and break from Laura's arms 
But she still strained him to her heart 
To lengthen the Adieu 
Ah what (she said) should'st thou depart 
Should I and sorrow do - 
With thine my fate I now involve 
Intent thy course to steer 
No words shall shake my firm resolve 
Not ev'n that trickling tear - 
Blest in thy presence! Ev'ry pain 
(She added) brings its charm, 
And Love tho' falls the beating rain 
Will keep this bosom warm. 
Her zeal (the supplement of strength) 
upheld her many a day 
But nature's pow'rs subdu'd at length 
on sickness couch she lay 
[p.22] Three painful days unseen she lay 
Of him she held so dear: 
"And does he thus my love repay" 
She said - and dropt a tear. 
Yet not deficiency of truth 
Forbad to yield relief 
Stern pow'r withheld the tender youth 
and duty to his chief 
Who wisely counsel'd drew a line 
To check the hand of stealth, 
That ravag'd wide th' encircling vine 
The humble peasant's wealth 
To pass the line it was ordain'd 
Who ever should presume 
Should a Deserter be arraign'd 
And meet the cowards doom: 
This law by equity approv'd 
and to the peasant dear 
Soon to the brave Cabeysa prov'd 
Distructively severe 
Now Laura's image haunts his soul 
In woe's dark tints array'd 
While to his breast compassion stole 
and all her charms display'd 
"For me her native home (he said) 
For me each weeping friend 
For me a father's arms she fled 
and shall not love attend 
Say, for a chosen lover's sake 
What more cou'd woman do 
And now that health and peace forsake 
Shall I forsake her too 
Now, now she weeps at my delay 
and shall neglect be mine 
Submit ye powr's to Pity's sway" 
He spoke - and crossed the line 
Jernningham 
Ip.231 ["Ode I: To Kn~wledge"]'~ 
For still the more thou know'st, the more 
Shalt thou the vanity deplore 
'" William Julius Mickle, another of Scotland's poets, was deeply influenced by Spenser's 
Faerie Queene. Established in business but unsuccessful, he sought patronage for his poetry. He 
translations and tragedies, as well as lengthy poems on historical subjects. 
of all thy Soul can find 
this life a sickly woeful dream 
A burial of the Soul will seem 
A palsy of the mind - 
Tho' knowledge scorns the peasant's fear 
Alas it points the secret spear 
of many a nameless woe 
Thy delicacy dips the dart 
In rankling gall, and gives a smart 
Beyond what he can know - 
How happy then the simple mind 
Of yon unknowing lab'ring hind 
Where all is smiling peace! 
No thought of more exalted joy 
His present bliss one hour destroy 
Nor rob one moments ease 
The stings neglected merit feels 
The pangs the virtuous soul conceals 
When crush'd by wayward fate 
These are not found beneath his roof 
against them all securely proof 
Heav'n guards his humble state - 
Then would'st thou mortal, wise divine 
Let innocence of soul be thine 
With active goodness join'd: 
M y  Heart shall then confess thee bless'd 
And, ever lively, joyful taste 
The pleasures of the mind - 
Mickle 
[p.241 ["Elegy IX"1l7 
Would'st thou, my Strephon, love's delighted slave! 
l7 William Shenstone (1714-1763). These four stanzas are crossed out with a large X. See [p. 161 
above. 
Tho' sure the wreaths of chivalry to share 
Forego the ribbon thy Matilda gave 
and giving bade thee in remembrance wear 
I11 fare my peace, but ev'ry idle toy, 
If to my mind my Delia's form it brings 
Has truer worflz, imparts sincerer joy, 
Than all that bears the radiant stamp of Kings - [21-281 
["Elegy XV"] 
Sincere themselves - ah too secure to find 
The common bosom, like their own, sincere! 
'Tis its own guilt alarmed the jealous mind, 
'Tis her own poison bids the viper fear. - 
For sure to blissful realms the souls are flown 
That never flatter'd, injur'd censur'd strove 
The friends of Science! music all their own 
Music the voice of virtue and of Love - 
[p.25] The Travellers Return Home - lR 
How sweet the hours to those who roam 
When many a weary wand'ring past 
Their native fields and tranquil home 
Salute their longing eyes at last - 
In yonder greenwood many a Spring 
I've chearful pass'd the live-long day 
The gay birds there have heard me sing 
As blyth as innocent as they - 
But now appears the well known green 
Where flock'd from school the noisy train 
With laughter loose and frolicks mien 
I have not been able to identify the author or publication of this narrative musing, nor have 
those I consulted. 
Rare Book 31, page 25. 
Courtesy, Daughters of Charity Archives, Emmitsburg, Maryland 
And hearts that never dream'd of pain - 
Perhaps the trees may yet display 
My Lucy's name in yonder grove 
'Twas there May blessings crown the day 
My blushing Lucy bade me love 
Now more and more my pleasures rise 
As near my long forsaken home 
I hear the voice of glad surprise 
Proclaims aloud he's come he's come 
Forth rush my joyous youthful band 
Lisp out my name and clasp my knees 
and smile and hang upon my hand 
and pant with rival zeal to please 
But how shall I conceal the tears 
The joys tumultous how controle 
When she my Consort blest appears 
The long-lov'd mistress of my Soul 
The sweet tear glitters in her eye 
Her bosom heaves with fond alarms 
"And is it you my love" She cries 
Then hides her transports in my arms. 
Edward's 
["Meditation An Elegy"]" 
Wrap'd in the shade where meditation lies 
And holds a mental intercourse above 
Come truth and teach a bosom to be wise 
Which mourn'd too long for disappointed love 
What art thou wond'rous impulse of desire 
Which bloooming hope so pleasingly has dress'd 
Or whence proceeds th' involuntary fire 
lY Hugh Kelly (1739-1777), was a popular playwright of the period. After his death, his wife 
arranged a printing of his writings, The Works (1778), including this poem. 
Which burns so fiercely in the human breast 
Sweet inconsistant offspring of the sky 
The latent cause in tenderness declare 
Nor force the heart eternally to sigh 
and yet conceal the motive of dispair 
If E face in every charm is dress'd 
Why am I doom'd incessantly to pine 
or shall the coldness of anothers breast 
Create a sharp anxiety in mine - 
Alas since being smil'd upon the morn 
and nature saw how excellent it rose 
Thy race oh man to misiry was born 
and doom'd to bear probationary woes - 
Yet rest my Soul submisively, 0 rest 
Nor think that virtue has been treated hard 
This world was made to prove it in the breast 
and not alone intended to reward - 
The greatfirst cause all-gracious has design'd 
His endless transports for a world of bliss; 
To crown a moral rectitude of mind 
And bless obedient righteousness in this - 
Hugh Kelly 
1p.271 ["Tirocinium or A Review of S~hools"]~~ 
Thus form'd, thus plac'd, intelligent, and taught 
Look where he will, the wonders God has wrought 
The wildest scorner of his makers laws 
Finds in a sober moment time to pause 
To press th' important question on his heart 
"Why form'd at all and wherefore as thou art?" 
If man be what he seems, this hour a slave, 
" William Cowper (1731-1800). Elizabeth recorded thirty of the poem's 922 lines of rhymed 
couplets. A collection of his poetry was published in Philadelphia (1787). Selections from his 
poetry continue on [pp. 28-36] and [p. 631 below. 
The next meer dust and ashes in the grave; 
Endu'd with reason only to decry 
His crimes and follies with an aching eye 
With passions, just that he may prove, with pain 
The force he spends against their fury, vain; 
And if, soon after having burnt, by turns, 
With ev'ry lust with which frail nature burns 
His being end where death dissolves the bond 
The Tomb take all, and all be blank beyond; 
Then he of all that nature has brought forth; 
Stands self impeach'd the creature of least worth 
and useless while he lives; and when he dies, 
Brings into doubt the wisdom of the skies - [53-721 
It is not from his form in which we trace 
Strength join'd with beauty, dignity with grace 
That man, the master of this globe, derives 
His right of Empire over all that lives. 
That form indeed the assosiate of a mind 
Vast in its powers, ethereal in its kind, 
That form the labour of almighty Skill 
Fram'd for the service of a free-born will 
Asserts precedence, and bespeaks controul, 
But borrows all its grandeur from the Soul. 
Cowper 
- To Joseph Hill Esq. - from William Cowper2' 
Dear Joseph - five and twenty years ago - 
Alas! how time escapes - 'tis even so - 
With frequent intercourse, and always sweet, 
and always friendly we were wont to cheat 
a tedious hour - and now we never meet. 
as some grave gentleman in Terence says, 
('Twas therefore much the same in ancient days) 
2' Cowper was the foremost poet between Alexander Pope and William Wordsworth. He was 
widely read: more than one hundred editions of his poems were published in England, and 
more than forty in America, during the height of his popularity. The Task, his monumental work, 
comprised six books: I, "The Sofa"; 11, "The Time-Piece"; 111, "The Garden"; rV, "The Winter 
Evening"; V, "The Winter Morning Walk"; and VI, "The Winter Walk at Noon." 
Good lack we know not what tomorrow brings - 
Strange fluctuation of all human things! 
True. Changes will befall and friends may part, 
But distance only cannot change the heart: 
and were I call'd to prove th' assertion true, 
one proof should serve - a reference to you - 
Whence comes it then, that in the wane of life, 
Tho' nothing has occur'd to kindle strife 
We find the friends we fancy'd we had won 
Tho' num'rous once reduc'd to few or none? 
Can gold grow worthless that has stood the touch? 
No: Gold they seem'd but they were never such. 
Horatio's servant once, with bow and cringe, 
Swinging the parlour-door upon its hinge, 
Dreading a negative, and overaw'd 
Lest he should trespass beg'd to go abroad. 
Go, fellow! - whither? - turning short about - 
Nay. - stay at home; - youlr[e] always going out. 
'Tis but a step, Sir, just at the Streets end - 
For what? - an please you, Sir, to see a friend. 
A friend! Horatio cried, and seem'd to start - 
Yea marry shalt thou and with all my heart - 
And fetch my cloak, for tho' the night be raw 
1'11 see him too - the first I ever saw. 
~p.291 I knew the man, and knew his nature mild, 
And was his play-thing often when a child, 
But somewhat at that moment pinch'd him close 
Else he was seldom bitter or morose: 
Perhaps his confidence just then betray'd 
His grief might prompt him with the speech he made 
Perhaps 'twas mere good humour gave it birth 
The harmless play of pleasantry and mirth. 
How[eIfer it was, his language, in my mind 
Bespoke at least a man that knew mankind. 
But not to moralize too much, and strain 
To prove an evil of which all complain, 
(I hate long arguments, verbosely spun) 
One story more dear Hill and I have done: 
once on a time, an Emperor, a wise man, 
No matter where, in China or Japan, 
Decree'd that whosoever should offend 
against the well-known duties of a friend, 
Convicted once, should ever after wear 
But half a coat, and show his bosom bare 
The punishment importing this, no doubt, 
That all was naught within, and all found out - 
0 happy Britain! we have not to fear 
Such hard and arbitrary measure here 
Else, could a law like that which I relate 
once have the sanction of our triple state 
Some few that I have known in days of old 
Would run most dreadful risk of catching cold; 
While you, my friend, whatever wind should blow 
Might traverse England safely to and fro, 
An honest Man, close-button'd to the chin, 
Broad-cloth without, and a warm heart within - [l-631 
lp.301 [The Task: A Poem in Six 
[Book 111, "The Garden"] 
Domestic happiness, thou only bliss 
of Paradise that has surviv'd the fall! 
Though few now taste thee unimpar'd and pure 
or tasting, long enjoy thee, too infirm 
or too incautious to preserve thy sweets 
unmix'd with bitter, which neglect 
or temper sheds into thy chrystal cup. 
Thou art the nurse of virtue. In thine arms 
She smiles, appearing as in truth she is, 
Heaven-born and destin'd to the skies again. 
Thou art not known wher[e] pleasure is ador'd 
That reeling godess with the zoneless waist 
22 The following passages are from Cowper's major poetic project, The Task. 
and wand'ring eyes, still leaning on the arm 
of novelty, her fickle frail support; 
For thou art meek and constant, hating change 
and finding in the calm of truth-tied love 
Joys that her stormy raptures never yield. [41-571 
0 friendly to the best pursuits of man, 
Friendly to thought, to virtue, and to peace 
Domestic life in rural leisure pass'd! 
Few know thy value, and few taste thy sweets, 
Tho' many boast thy favours, and affect 
To understand, and choose thee for their own. [290-2951 
Should some Contageon kind to the poor brutes 
We persecute, annihilate the tribes 
That draw the Sportsman over hill and dale, 
Fearless and wrapt away from all his cares; 
Should never game-fowl hatch her eggs again, 
Nor baited hook deceive the fishes eye; 
Could pageantry and dance, and feast and song, 
Be quell'd in all our Summer-months retreat; 
How many self deluded nymphs and swains, 
Who dream they have a taste for fields and groves, 
[p.311 Would find them hedious nurseries of the Spleen, 
And crowd the roads, impatient for the town - 
They love the Country, and none else, who seek 
For their own sake its silence and its shade. [308-3211 
Well - one at least is safe. One shelter'd hare 
Has never heard the sanguinary yell 
Of cruel man, exulting in her woes. 
Innocent partner of my peaceful home, 
Whom ten long years experience of my care 
Has made at last familier; She has lost 
Much of her vigilent instinctive dread, 
Not needful here, beneath a roof like mine. 
Yes, thou may'st eat thy bread, and lick the hand 
That feeds thee; thou may'st frolic on the flo[or] 
At evening, and at night retire secure 
To thy straw couch, and slumber unalarm'd; 
For I have gain'd thy Confidence, have pledg'd 
All that is human in me, to protect 
Thine unsuspecting gratitude and love. 
If I survive thee, I will dig thy grave; 
And when I place thee in it, sighing say, 
I knew at least one hare that had afviend. [334-3511 
[@21 The morning finds the self sequester'd man 
Fresh for his task, intend what task he may. 
Whether inclement seasons recommend 
His warm but simple home, where he enjoys 
With her who shares his pleasures and his heart, 
Sweet converse, sipping calm the fragrant lymph 
Which neatly she prepares; then to his book, 
Well chosen and not sullenly perus'd 
I[n] selfish silence, but imparted oft 
As ought occurs that She may Smile to hear 
or turn to nourishment, digested well. - 
Cowver 
If Rupert after ten is out of Bed 
The fool next morning can't hold up his head; 
What reason this which me to bed must call 
Whose head (thank heaven) never aches at all? 
In different courses different tempers run, 
He hates the Moon, I sicken at the Sun - 
Wound up at twelve at noon, his Clock goes right, 
Mine better goes wound up at twelve at night. [77-841 
Churchill - 
Ip.331 [IVI The Winter Evening 
- He comes, the herald of a noisy world, 
With spatter'd boots, strapp'd waist, and frozen lockes, 
News from all nations lumb'ring at his back. 
True to his charge, the close-pack'd load behind, 
2"harle~ Churchill (1731 or 1732-1784). See [pp. 39-40] below. 
Rare Book 31, page 33. 
Courtesy, Daughters of Charity Archives, Emmitsburg, Maryland 
Yet careless what he brings, his one concern 
Is to conduct it to the destin'd Inn, 
And having dropp'd th'expected bag - pass on. 
He whistles as he goes, light hearted wretch, 
Cold and yet chee[r]ful: messenger of grief 
Perhaps to thousands, and of joy to some 
To him indifferent whether grief or joy. - [5-151 
Now stir the fire, and close the shutters fast, 
Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round, 
And while the bubbling and loud hissing urn 
Throws up a steamy column, and the cups 
That cheer but not inebriate, wait on each, 
So let us welcome peaceful evening in. - 
0 winter! ruler of the inverted year 
I love thee, all unlovely as thou seem'st 
And dreadful as thou art - 
I crown thee King of intimate delights, 
Fire-side enjoyments, home-born happiness, 
And all the comforts that the lowly roof 
Of undistrub'd retirement, and the hours 
Of long uninterrupted evening know - 
Here the needle plies its busy task, 
The pattern grows, the well-depicted flow'r 
Wrought patiently into the snowy lawn, 
Unfolds its bosom; - [150-1531 
[P. 341 The poets or historian's page, by one 
Made vocal for th' amusement of the rest; 
The sprightly lyre, whose treasure of sweet sounds 
The touch from many a trembling chord shakes out, 
And the clear voice symphonious, yet distinct, 
And in the charming strife triumphant still, 
Beguil the night, and set a keener edge 
On female Industry -the threaded steel 
Flies swiftly, and unfelt the task proceeds. - 
The volumn clos'd, the customary rights 
79 
Of the last meal commence. A Roman meal [158-1681 
Discourse [elnsues, not trivial, yet not dull, 
Not such as with a frown forbids the play 
Of fancy, or proscribes the sound of mirth - [174-1761 
While we retrace with mem'ry's pointing wand 
That calls the past to our exact review, 
The dangers we have 'Scap'd, the broken Snare, 
The disappointed foe, deliverance found 
Unlook'd for, life preserv'd and peace restor'd 
Fruits of omnipotent, Eternal Love. - [183-1881 
That I and mine, and those we love, enjoy - 24 [I931 
William Cowper - 
[Book 111, "The Garden"] 
- But now, yes now 
We are become so candid and so fair, 
So lib'ral in construction and so rich 
In christian Charity, a good natur'd age! 
That they are safe, Sinners of either Sex, 
Transgress what laws they may. Well dress'd, well bred, 
Well equapag'd is ticket good enough 
To pass us readily thro' ev'ry door. 
Hypocricy, detest her as we may, 
(And no man's hatred ever wrong'd her yet) 
May claim this merit still, that She admits 
The worth of what She mimics with such care 
And thus gives virtue indirect applause. 
When I see such games 
Play'd by the creatures of a pow'r who swears 
That he will judge the Earth, and call the fool 
To a sharp reck'ning that has liv'd in vain; 
And when I weigh this seeming wisdom well, 
And prove it in th' infallible result 
So hollow and so false -I feel my heart 
Dissolve in pity, and count the learn'd, 
24 Line 193 is boxed. 
If this be learning, most of all deceiv'd. 
Great Crimes alarm the Conscience, but it sleeps 
While thoughtful man is plausibly amus'd. 
Defend me, therefore, common sense, say I, 
From reveries so airy, from the toil 
of dropping buckets into empty wells - 
And growing old in drawing nothing up. - [176-1901 
Cowper 
Philosophy, baptiz'd 
In the pure fountain of Eternal love 
Has eyes indeed; and viewing all she sees, 
As meant to indicate a God to man, 
Gives him his praise and forfeits not her own. [243-2471 
Cowper 
Lp.361 [The Revenge: A Tragedy in Five ActsIz5 
[Leonora] Alas my Lord we are too delicate; 
And when we grasp the happiness we wish'd 
We call on wit to argue it away: 
A plainer man would not feel half your pains 
But some have too much wisdom to be happy. [I:2,157-1611 
[Don Carlos] - How I love her 
Yet still I find (I know not how it is) 
Another heart another soul for thee. 
Thy friendship warms it raises it transports 
Like music pure the joy without alloy 
Whose very rapture is tranquility - [I:2,225-2301 
[Zangal our innocence is not our shield 
They take offence who have not been offended 
They seek our ruin too, who speak us fair 
And death is often ambush'd in their smiles. [III:1,145-1481 
25 Edward Young (1683-1765). The Revenge: A Tragedy, first performed at London's Theatre- 
Royal (1792), was printed and staged in Boston in 1794. The actor, Charles Kean, the son of the 
great tragedian Edmund Kean, was highly successful as Zanga, a character with a powerful mo- 
tive for his revenge; not only conquered but turned into a servant. 
[Zanga] go to your chamber, there maturely weigh 
Each circumstance; consider, above all, 
That it is jealousy's peculiar nature 
To swell small things to great; nay, out of nought 
To conjure much, and then to lose its reason 
Amid the hedious phantoms it has form'd - [III:1,271-2761 
thunder and lightening 
[Zanga] Whether first nature, or long want of Peace 
Has wrought my mind to this, I cannot tell! 
But horrors new are not displeasing to me! 
I like this rocking of the battlements. 
Rage on ye winds, burst clouds, and waters roar! 
You bear a just resemblance of my fortune, 
And suit the gloomy habit of my Soul. - [I:l,l-71 
I1 
[Zangal - Hear then 
'Twas twice three years since that great man 
(Great let me call him for he conquor'd me) 
Made me the captive of his arm in fight. 
He slew my father, and threw chains o'er me 
While I with pious rage pursued revenge 
I then was young, he plac'd me near his person 
And thought me not dishonor'd by his service 
One day (may that returning day be night 
The stain, the curse of each succeeding year!) 
For something or for nothing, in his pride 
He struck me. (While I tell it do I live?) 
He smote me on the cheek. - I did not stab him 
For that were poor revenge. - E'er since, his folly 
Has strove to bury it beneath a heap 
Of Kindnesses, and think it is forgot 
Insolent thought! and like a second blow! 
Affronts are innocent, where men are worthless: 
And such alone can wisely drop revenge - [I:1,29-461 
/ / 
[Zanga] Has the dark adder venom? So have I 
When trod upon. Proud Spaniard, thou shalt [feel me] 
For from that day that day if my dishonor 
I from that day have curs'd the rising sun - 
Which never fail'd to tell me of my shame 
I from that day have bles'd the coming night 
Which promiss'd to conceal it; but in vain; 
The blow return'd forever in my dream 
Yet on I toil'd - [I:1,50-581 
[Comus, A Ma~que l*~  
He who wants his ozon, not other praise enjoys, 
His ear recieves it as a fulsome tale, 
To which his heart in secret gives the lie, 
Nay slander'd, Innocence doth feel a Bliss 
Which flatter'd guilt ne'er knew - [II:260-2641 
Comus - 
Mural of Elizabeth Seton. 
Courtesy, Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati Archives 
2h John Milton (1608-1674). Conlus, A Masque ... Presented at Ludloul Castle in 1634, was adapted 
for theatrical performance in 1744. Elizabeth Bayley Seton omitted "An inward peace" from line 
264. For selections from Milton's Paradise Lost, see [pp. 53-57] below. 
[~.391 ["Night, An Epistle to Robert 
A Tutor once, more read in Men than books, 
A kind of crafty knowledge in his looks, 
Demurely sly, with high preferment blest 
His favourite pupil in these words addressed: 
Would'st thou my son, be wise and virtuous deem'd 
By all mankind a prodigy esteem'd? 
Be this thy rule, be what men prudent call; 
Prudence, almighty prudence gives thee all. - 
Keep up appearances, there lies the test, 
The world will give thee credit for the rest, 
outward be fair however foul within; 
Sin if thou wilt, but then in Secret Sin. - 
This maxim's into common favour grown, 
Vice is no longer Vice unless 'tis known, 
Virtue indeed may barefac'd take the field, 
But vice is virtue, when 'tis well conceal'd. 
Stay out all night, but take especial care 
That Prudence bring thee back to early pray'r 
As one with watching and with Study faint 
Reel in a drunkard, and reel out a Saint. 
With joy the youth this useful lesson heard; 
And in his mem'ry stor'd each precious word, 
Successfully pursu'd the plan, and now, 
"Room for my Lord - Virtue stand by and bow" - [321-3291 
(Churchill) 
Might the whole world be plac'd within my span, 
I would not be that thing, that Prudent man - [343-3441 
ip.401 What is this World? a term which men have got 
To signify, not one in ten knows what; 
A term which with no more precision passes 
To point out herds of men than herds of asses 
27 Charles Churchill's Night was published in four editions between 1761 and 1763. Churchill, 
an important satiric poet, celebrated for his smart verse like Alexander Pope and Lord Byron, 
produced most of his poetry between 1760 and 1764. 
In common use no more it means we find, 
Than many fools in same opinions join'd. 
Can numbers then change Nature's stated laws? 
Can numbers make the worse the better cause? 
Vice must be Vice, virtue be virtue still, 
Tho' thousands rail at good and practice ill - [353-3621 
Stedfast to truth and virtues sacred laws, 
Unmov'd by vulgar censure or applause, 
Let the World talk myfriend; that world we know 
Which calls us guilty cannot make us so. 
Unaw'd by numbers, follow Nature's plan, 
Assert the rights, or quit the name of Man. 
Consider well, weigh strictly right and wrong; 
Resolve not quick, but once resolv'd be strong. 
In spite of Dullness and in spite of wit, 
If to tlzyselfthou canst thyself acquit, 
Rather stand up assur'd with conscious pride 
Alone, then err with millions on thy side - [371-3821 
(Churchill) - 
[Paradise LostIz8 
- or that sea-beast 
Leviathan, which god of all his works 
Created hugest that swim the ocean stream: 
Him, haply slumb'ring on the Norway foam, 
The pilot of some small night-founder'd skiff, 
Deeming some Island, oft, as Seamen tell, 
With fixed anchor in his scaly rind 
Moors by his side under the Lee, while night 
Invests the Sea, and wished morn delays. [1:200-2081 
(Milton) 
Lp.411 [Night I. On Death and ImmortalityIz9 
2H John Milton (1608-1674). This passage is based on the whale's description in the medieval 
bestiary. See [pp. 53-57] for additional passages from Paradise Lost. 
*' Edward Young's The Complaint, or Night Thou~lzts on Life, Death and Immortality, was divided 
The sprightly lark's shrill matin wakes the morn 
Grief's sharpest thorn hard pressing on my breast, 
I strive with wakeful melody, to chear 
The sullen gloom, sweet Philomel, like thee, 
And call the stars to listen; Every star 
Is deaf to mine, enamour'd of thy lay, 
Yet be not vain; there are who thine excel1 
And charm thro' distant ages; wrapt in shade, 
Pris'ner of darkness! to the silent hours, 
How often I repeat their rage divine, 
To lull my grief and steal my heart from Woe. 
I roll their raptures, but not catch their fires - [I:439-4501 
[Night II.  Of Time, Death, and Friendship] 
Where shall I find Him? Anglos tell me Where? 
You know him, he is near you, point him out 
Shall I see glories beaming from his brow? 
or trace his footsteps by the rising flowr's 
Your golden wings now hov'ring o'er him shed 
Protection; now waving in applause 
To that blest son of foresight; Lord of fate 
That awful Independant on to-morrow. 
Whose work is done, who triumphs in the past 
Whose Yesterdays look backward with a smile 
Nor like the Parthian wound them as they fly; 
That common that opprobious lot! past hours, 
If not by guilt, yet wound us by their flight, 
If folly bounds our prospect by the grave, 
All feeling of futurity benumb'd, 
All god-like passions for Eternals quench'd 
All relish of realities expired - [II:325-3411 
Young - 
Ip.421 [Night I.  On Death and Zmmortalityl 
into nine nights and was published over several years. When he turned fifty, Young was or- 
dained and became the rector of Welwyn. His various works are regarded as a barometer of the 
changing tastes of the period. 
Tir'd Natur's sweet restorer, balmy sleep 
He, like the World his ready visit pays 
Where fortune smiles; the wretched he forsakes; 
Swift on his downy pinions flies from woe, 
and lights on lids unsul'ly'd with a tear. 
From short as usual and disturb'd repose 
I wake: how happy they, who wake no more 
Yet that were vain if dreams infest the grave. 
I wake, emerging from a Sea of dreams 
Tumult'ous; where my wreck'd desponding thought 
From wave to wave of fancy'd misery 
At random drove, her helm of reason lost. 
Tho' now restor'd, 'tis only change of pain; 
A bitter change Severer for severe. 
The day too short for my distress; and night, 
Even in the zenith of her dark domain 
Is sunshine to the color of my fate - 
The bell strikes one. we take no note of time 
But from its loss. To give it then a tongue 
Is wise in man. as if an angle spoke, 
I feel the Solemn Sound. If heard aright 
It is the Knell of my departed hours: 
Where are they? with the years beyond the flood. 
It is the signal that demands dispatch: 
How much is to be done? My hopes and fears 
Start up all arm'd, and o'er life's narrow verge 
Look down - on What? a fathomless abyss; 
A dread Eternity! how surely mine: 
And can Eternity belong to me, 
Poor pensioner on the bounties of an hour. 
Young: 
[~.431 [Night II.  Of Time, Death, and Friendship] 
"When the Cock crew he wept" -smote by that Eye 
Which looks on Me, on all; that power who bids 
This midnight centinel, with clarion shrill 
(Emblem of that which shall awake the dead) 
Rouze Souls from slumber into thought[s] of heaven. 
Shall I too weep? -Where then is fortitude? 
And fortitude abandon'd, where is Man? 
I know the terms on which he sees the light 
He that is born is listed; Life is one 
Eternal war with woe. Who bears i t  best 
Deserves it least. 
For what gay Friend is this unhappy World? 
Which hangs out Death in one Eternal night 
a Night, that glooms us in the noon-tide ray, 
and wraps our thought at banquets in her shroud. 
Lifes little stage is a small eminence, 
Not high the grave above; that home of Man, 
Where dwells the multitude we gaze around 
We read their monuments, we sigh, and while 
We sigh we sink, and [are] what we deplor'd 
Lamenting or Lamented, all our lot - [II:356-3651 
The Man who consecrates his hours, 
By vigorous effort and an honest aim 
At once he draws the Sting of Life and death 
He walks with Nature and her paths are peace. [II:185-1881 
'Tis not in things o'er thought to domineer 
Guard well thy thoughts; our thoughts m heard in heaven[ZI:9495] 
Young - 
Ip.441 Know'st thou Lorenza what a Friend contains: 
As Bees with necter drawn from fragrant flow'rs 
So Man from friendship, wisdom, and delight 
Twins ty'd by Nature; if they part, they die. 
Hast thou no Friend to let thy mind abroach? 
Good sense will stagnate thoughts shut up want air 
And spoil like bales unopen'd to the sun. [II:461-4671 
Celestial happiness, whene're she stoops 
To visit Earth, one Shrine the godess finds 
And one alone, to make her sweet amends 
For absent Heaven - The Bosom of a Friend 
Where Heart meets Heart reciprocally soft, 
Each others pillow to repose divine. 
Beware the counterfiet: In passions flame 
Hearts melts, but melt like ice soon harder froze. 
True love strikes root in reason; passionsfoe: 
Virtue alone entenders us to Life: 
I wrong her much - entenders us to Heaven - [I1:516-5261 
O! for the bright complexion cordial warmth 
And elevating Spirit of a Friend. 
For twenty summers rip'ning by my Side 
All cruelty of falshood long thrown down 
All social virtues rising in his Soul 
As Christal clear, and smiling as they rise 
Here necter flows; it sparkles in our sight 
Rich to the taste and genuine to the Heart 
High flavour'd bliss for gods! on Earth how rare 
On Earth how lost! Philander is no more, 
Think'st thou the theme intoxicates my song 
And I too warm? - too warm I cannot be 
I lov'd him much; but now I love him more. [II:584-5961 
Friendship's the wine of Life; but friendship new 
Not such was his, is neither strong nor pure - [I1:582-5831 
Lp.451 Whatever farce the Boastful Hero plays, 
Virtue alone has majesty in Death, 
And greater still the more the Tyrant frowns 
Philander he severely frown'd on thee 
No warning giv'n unceremonious fate 
a sudden rush from lifes meridian joys 
a wrench from all we love, from all we are 
a restless bed of pain! a deep plunge 
Beyond conjecture! feeble natures dread 
Strong reasons, at the dark unknown: 
A sun extinquish'd! a just opening grave: 
And oh! the last, last, what? (can words express 
Thought reach) the last, last, sad silence of a friend. [II:649-6611 
How our Hearts burn within us at the scene. 
Whence this brave bound, o'er limits fix'd to man 
His God sustains him in his final hour 
His final hour brings glory to his God - 
Mans glory heaven vouchsafes to call its own. 
We gaze, we weep, mix tears of grief and joy 
Amazement strikes! Devotion bursts to flames 
Christians adore, and infidels believe. 
As some tall tow'r or lofty mountains brow 
Detains the Sun illust'rious from Its heigth [II:675-6861 
With damps and darkness down the spacious vale 
Undamp'd by doubt, Undarken'd by despair 
Philander thus augustly rears his head 
At that black hour which general horror sheds 
on the low level of the inglorious throng, 
Sweet Peace, and heavenly Hope, and Humble joy 
Divinely beam on his exalted Soul; 
Distruction gild, and crown him for the skies 
With incommunicable lustre bright - [II:688-6941 
Young 
[Night III. Narcissal 
From dreames where thought in fancy's maze runs mad, 
To Reason, that Heaven lighted lamp in man, 
Once more I wake, and at the destin'd hour 
Punctual as lovers to the moment sworn 
I keep my assignation with my woe. 
0 lost to virtue, lost to manly thought 
Lost to the noble salies of the Soul 
Who think it Solitude to be alone. 
Communion sweet, Communion large and high 
our Reasons guardian angle and our God, 
Then nearest these, when others most remote 
And all e'er long shall be remote but these, 
How dreadful then to meet them all alone 
A strange unacknowledg'd unapprov'd, 
Now woo them, wed them, bind them to thy breast 
To win thy wish Creation has no more 
Or if we wish a fourth it is a friend, 
But Friends how mortal, dangerous the desire [III:l-181 
Sweet Harmonist! and beautiful1 as sweet, 
and young as beautiful, and soft as young 
and gay as soft, and innocent as gay! 
and happy, (if ought happy here) as good 
For Fortune fond had built her nest on high 
Like birds quite exquisite of note and plume 
Transfix'd by Fate (who loves a lofty mark) 
How from the summit of the grove she fell 
and left it unharmonious, all its charm 
Extinguish'd in the wonders of her song. 
Her song still vibrates in my list'ning ear 
Still melting there, and with voluptuous pain; 
O! to forget Her! thrilling thro' my Heart - [III:83-951 
Ip.471 Like blossom'd trees o'erturn'd by vernal storms 
Lovely in Death the beauteous ruin lay, 
And if in Death still lovely, lovelier there, 
Far lovelier! for pity swells the tide of love. 
And will not the severe excuse a sigh 
Scorn the proud man that is asham'd to weep. 
Our tears indulg'd indeed deserve our shame 
Ye that e'er lost an angle pity me - [III:103-1101 
-Oh! Loranza 
a good man and an angel, these between 
How thin the barrier: what divides their fate 
Perhaps a moment, or perhaps a year, 
Or if an age, it is a moment still; 
A moment, or Eternity's forgot. [III:431-4361 
Death has no dread but what frail life imparts, 
Nor life true joy, but what kind death improves 
No bliss has life to boast, 'till death can give 
Far greater, Life's a Debtor to the grave 
Dark lattice letting in eternal day. [III:469-4731 
This king of terrors is the prince of peace. 
When shall I die to Vanity, pain, Death, 
When shall I die? - when shall I love forever. [III:533-5361 
tears the night 
of the little bottle30 
Ip.481 ["The Graver1l3' 
Death only lies between. - a gloomy path! 
Made yet more gloomy by our coward fears: 
But not untrod, nor tedious: the fatigue 
Will soon go off. - besides there's no bye-road 
To bliss. - Then why like ill conditioned children, 
Start we at transient hardships in the way! 
That leads to purer air, and softer skies, 
And a ne'er setting Sun? -Fools that we are! 
We wish to be where sweets unwith'ring bloom; 
But strait our wish revoke, and will not go - 
So have I seen upon a Summers ev'n 
Fast by a riv'let's brink a youngster play: 
How wishfully he looks to stem the tide! 
This moment resolute, next unresolv'd 
At last he dips his foot, and as he dips, 
His fears redouble, and he runs away 
From th' offensive Stream, unmindful now 
Of all the flow'rs that paint the further bank 
And smil'd so sweet of late. - Thrice welcome Death 
That after many a painful bleeding step 
Conducts us to our home, and lands us safe 
On the long wish'd for shore. - [688-7091 
'Tis but a night, a long and moonless night, 
We make the Grave our bed, and then are gone - [762-7631 
3n Elizabeth wrote this to the left of the text. She may have referred to the time in Dear 
Remembrances between her eighteenth and twentieth years: "Laudanum - the praise and 
thanks of excessive joy not to have done the horrid deed." Laudanum is a tincture of opium. In 
Lonsdale's Eighteenth Century collection, Poem 193, "Laudanum," in praise of its merits, origi- 
nally appeared in the London Magaz~ne of June 1735. 
Robert Blair, a clergyman (1699-1746). "The Grave" is his most famous work. The complete 
poem contains the ghoulishness typical of the graveyard school, but in these passages Blair set- 
tles for religion and morality. 
[p.49] ["Pollio: Written in the Wood near Roslin Castle, 1792"]32 
High o'er the pines, that with their dark'ning shade 
Surround yon craggy bank, the castle rears 
Its crumbling turrets; still its tow'ry head 
A warlike mean, a sullen grandeur wears 
So midst the snow of age, a boastful air 
Still on the war-worn veteran's brow attends; 
Still his big bones his youthful prime declare 
'Tho trembling o'er the feeble crutch he bends 
Wild round the gate the dusky wall flow'rs creep 
Where oft the Knights the beauteous dames have led 
Gone is the bow'r the grot a ruin'd heap 
Where bays and ivy o'er the fragments spread [33-491 
There oft, at at dawn, as one forgot behind 
Who longs to follow, yet unknowing where 
Some hoary shepherd o'er his staff reclin'd 
Pores o'er the graves and sighs a broken pray'r. [29-321 
How dreary is the gulph! how dark, how void, 
Those trackless shores that never were repass'd! 
Dread seperation! on the depth untried, 
Hope faulters and the Soul recoils aghast! 
Wide round the specious heavens I cast my Eyes: 
And shall these stars glow with immortal fire? 
Still shine the lifeless glories of the skies? 
and could thy bright, thy living Soul expire 
Far be the thought the pleasures most sublime 
The glow of friendship and the virtuous tear 
The tow'ring wish that scorns the bounds of time 
Chill'd in this vale of death but languish here 
So plant the vine on Norways wintry land 
32 William Julius Mickle's poems were published in Volume 17 of Chambers, The Works of 
Englislz Poetsfron~ Chaucer to Cowper (1810). See [p. 16 and p. 231 above. 
The languid stranger feebly buds and dies 
But there's a clime where virtue shall expand 
With god-like strength beneath her native skies - 
The lonely shepherd on the mountain's side 
With patience waits the rosy opening day 
The mariner at midnight's darksome tide 
With cheerful hope expects the morning ray 
[p.501 Thus I, on life's storm-beaten ocean toss'd, 
In mental vision view the happy shore 
Where Polio beckons to the peaceful coast 
Where fate and death divide the friends no more [81-1041 
Mickle - 
To-Morrow, didst thou say? 
Methought I heard Horatio say to morrow. 
go to - I will not hear of it - To-morrow! 
'Tis a Sharper, who stakes his penury 
Against thy plenty - who takes thy ready cash, 
And pays thee nought but wishes, hopes, and promises, 
The currency of idiots - injurious bankrupt, 
That gulls the easy creditor! - to-morrow! 
It is a period no where to be found 
In all the hoary registers of time 
Unless perchance in the fools calendar. 
Wisdom disclaims the word, nor holds society 
With those who own it. No, my Horatio, 
'Tis Fancy's Child and Folly is its Father; [verse 91 
But soft my Friend - arrest the present moments; 
For be asssured they all are arrant tell-tales; 
And tho' their flight be silent and their path 
Trackless as the wing'd couriers of the air 
They post to Heaven and there record thy folly. 
Because tho' stationed on th' important watch, 
33 Nathaniel Cotton (1705-1788), a scholar, doctor, and poet, was noted for his essays on health 
and other subjects. See Chambers, Works of English Poets, Volume 18. 
Thou like a sleeping faithless centinal, 
Didst let them pass unnotic'd, unimprov'd. 
And know for that thou slumb'rest on the guard 
Thou shalt be made to answer at the bar 
For ev'ry fugitive; and when thou thus 
Shall stand impleaded at the high tribunal 
of hood-wink'd Justice, who shall tell thy audit! [verse 101 
Then stay the present instant, dear Horatio, 
Imprint the marks of wisdom on its wings. 
'Tis of more worth then Kingdoms! far more precious 
Than all the crimson treasures of life's fountain. 
Oh! let it not elude thy grasp; but like 
The good old patriarch upon record, 
Hold the fleet angle1 until he bless thee. 
- (Cotton) 
[verse 111 
- But near his side 
A Woman graceful and majestic stood; 
Not with an aspect rivalling the pow'r 
Of fatal Helen, or the wanton charms 
Of Love's soft queen; but such as far excell'd 
Whate'er the lily blending with the rose; 
Paints on the cheek of beauty, soon to fade; 
Such as express'd a mind which Wisdom rul'd, 
(description And sweetness temper'd, virtue's purest light 
of Ariana) Illuminng the Countenance divine; 
Yet could not soothe remorseless fate, nor teach 
Malignant fortune to revere the good; 
Which oft with anguish rends the spotless heart, 
And oft associates wisdom with despair. - [VI:33-461 
Her Charms, her mind, her virtues he explor'd 
Admiring. Soon was admiration chang'd 
i? Richard Glover, a clergyman (1712-1785). Leonidas (1737), an epic poem published in nine 
books of blank verse, was widely discussed. Enlarged to twelve books in 1770, it was translated 
into French and German. 
The text in parentheses below was added on the left margn. 
Rare Book 31, page 52. 
Courtesy, Daughters of Charity Archives, Emmitsburg, Maryland 
To love, nor lov'd he sooner than despair'd. 
But unreveal'd and silent was his pain; 
(Teribazus) Nor yet in solitary shades he roam'd, 
Nor shunn'd resort: but o'er his sorrows cast 
A sickly dawn of gladness, and in smiles 
Conceal'd his anguish; while the secret flame 
Rag'd in his bosom, and his peace consum'd. - [V:47-551 
Lp.521 "Ode to Peace"35 
Lovely lasting Peace of mind 
Sweet delight of Human Kind! 
Heavenly born and bred on high, 
To crown the favourites of the sky 
With more of happiness below 
Than Victors in a triumph know. 
Lovely lasting Peace appear, 
This world itself, if thou are here 
Is once again with Eden bless'd 
And Man contains it in his breast. 
'Twas thus as under shade I stood 
And sung my wishes to the wood 
And lost in thought no more perciev'd 
The branches wisper as they would' 
It seemed, as all the quiet place 
Comfess'd the presence of the Grace 
When thus she spake, Go rule thy Will, 
Bid thy wild passion all be still, 
Know God - and bring thy Heart to know 
The joys that from Religion flow, 
Then ev'ry grace shall prove its guest 
And 1'11 be there to crown the rest - 
35 Elizabeth's title differs from the original. 
Thomas Parnell (1679-1718), a poet and clergyman, was born in Ireland. "A Hymn to 
Contentment," first published in 1714, is one of his best known poems. 
Lp.531 [ ~ o o k  
- For now the thought 
Both of lost happiness, and lasting pain 
Torments Him. Round he throws his baleful eyes, 
That witnessed huge affliction and dismay, 
Mix'd with obdurate pride, and steadfast hate, 
At once as far as angles ken, he views 
The dismal situation waste and wild: 
A dungeon horrible, on all sides round 
As one great furnace flam'd: yet from those flames 
No light, but rather darkness visible, 
Serv'd only to discover sights of woe: 
Regions of sorrow! doleful shades! where peace 
And rest can never dwell! hope never comes, 
That comes to all: - [I .54-671 
- Farewell happy fields, 
Where Joy forever dwells! hail horrors! hail 
Infernal world! and thou profoundest hell 
Recieve thy new possessor! one, who brings 
A mind not to be changed by place or time, 
The mind is it own place, and in itself 
Can make a Heaven of Hell, a hell of Heav'n. [1.249-2551 
Nor was his name unheard, or unador'd 
In antient Greece; and in Ausonian land 
Men cal'd him Mulciber; and how he fell 
From Heaven they fabl'd, thrown by angry Jove 
Sheer o'er the crystal battlements; from morn 
To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve, 
A Summer's day; and with the setting sun 
Dropt from the Zenith like a falling star, 
On Lemnos th' agean Isle: - [1.738-7461 
Lp.541 - Mammon led them on, 
Mammon the least erected spirit that fell 
From Heav'n; for ev'n in heav'n his looks and thoughts 
Were always downward bent; admiring more 
36 The following passages are taken from different books of Paradise Lost by John Milton. 
The riches of Heav'ns pavement, troden gold, 
Than ought divine or holy else, enjoy'd 
In vision beatific: by him first 
Men also, by his suggestion taught, 
Ransack'd the centre, and with impious hands 
Rifled the bowels of their Mother earth, 
For treasures better hid. - [1.678-6881 
[Book I11 
- on th'other side uprose 
Belial, in act more graceful and humane; 
A fairer person lost not heav'n; he seem'd 
For dignity compos'd, and high exploit: 
But all was false and hollow: though his tongue 
Drop'd Manna and could make the worse appear 
The better reason, to perplex and dash 
Maturest counsels: for his thoughts were low: 
To vice industrious, but to nobler deeds 
Timorous and slothful: - [2.108-1171 
- with grave (Beelzebub 
Aspect he rose, and in his rising seem'd next to Satan) 
A pillar of State: deep on his front engaven 
Deliberation sat, and publick care; 
A princely counsel in his face yet shone 
Majestic tho' in ruin! - [2.300-3051 
-Before the gates there sat 
On either side a formidable Shape; 
The one seemed woman to the waist, and fair; 
But ended foul in many a scaly fold, 
Voluminous and vast! a serpent arm'd 
With mortal sting: about her middle round 
A cry of hell-hounds never ceasing bark'd 
With wide Cerberian mouths full loud, and rung 
A hideous peal: yet, when they list, would creep 
If ought disturb'd their noise, into her womb, 
And Kennel there; yet there still bark'd and howl'd 
Within, unseen. - [2.648-6591 
- The other shape 
If shape it might be call'd, that shape had none 
Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb; 
Or substance might be call'd that shadow seem'd, 
For each seem'd either: black it stood as night, 
Fierce as ten Furies, terrible as hell, 
And shook a dreadful dart; what seem'd his head, 
The likeness of a Kingly crown had on 
Satan was now at hand, and from his sea 
The monster moving, onward came as fast 
With horrid strides: hell trembled as he strode. 
Th' undaunted fiend what this might be admir'd; 
Admir'd, not fear'd; God and his son except, 
Created thing not valu'd he, nor shun'd; [2.666-6791 
Lp.561 [ ~ o o k  VIIII 
But apt the mind, or fancy, is to rove 
Uncheckd, and of her roving is no end: 
'Till warn'd, or by experience taught, she learn, 
That, not to know at large of things remote 
From use, obscure and subtle; but to know 
That which before us lies in daily life, 
Is the prime wisdom: what is more, is fume 
Of emptyness, or fond impertinence; 
And renders us in things which most concern 
Unpractis'd, unprepar 'd, and still to seek - [8.188-1971 
Oh by what name, how may 137 
Adore Thee, author of this universe, 
And all this good to Man? for whose well-being 
So amply, and with hands so liberal, 
Thou hast provided all things. But with Me 
I see not who partakes: In solitude 
What happiness, who can enjoy alone? 
Or, all enjoying, what Contentment find? - [8.357-3661 
l7 Parts of line 357 and 359 are combined; line 358 is omitted 
Oft-times nothing profits more 
Than self-esteem, grounded on just and right, 
Well manag'd: 18.571-5731 
For what admir'st thou, what transports thee so? 
An outside? fair no doubt, and worthy well 
Thy cherishing, thy honouring and thy love; 
Not thy subjection. - [8.567-5701 
Be strong, live happy, and love. but first of all 
Him, whom to love is to obey, and keep 
His great Command [8.633-6351 
[Book IVI 
Now came still Evening on, and twilight grey 
Had on her sober livery, all things clad 
Silence accompanied: For beast and Bird 
They to their grassy couch - these to their nests 
There slunk, all but the wakeful nightingale 
She all night long her amou'rous descant sung 
Silence was pleased - Now glow'd the firmament 
With living sapphires, Hesperus that led 
The starry host, rode brightest; till the Moon 
Rising in clouded majesty - at length 
Apparent Queen unviel'd her peerless light 
And o'er the dark her silver mantle threw - [4.598-6091 
(Milton) 
[Night 
Night sable godess, from her Ebon throne 
In rayless majesty now streches forth 
Her leaden Scepter o'er a slumb'ring world 
Silence how dread and darkness how profound 
Nor Eye, nor list'ning ear, an object finds 
Creation Sleeps - 'Tis as the general pulse 
9X Edward Young's Night I. On Death and Immortality. See above [pp. 36-38] and [pp. 41-47]. 
Young's passage differs from Milton's view of night. 
Of life stood still, and Nature made a pause 
an awful1 pause prophetic of her End - [18-251 
(Young) 
[From The Life of Hen y V139 
Yea at that moment 
Consideration like an Angle came 
And whipt th' offending Adam out of Him 
Leaving his body as a paridise 
T'envelope and contain Celestial Spirits 
Shakespere 
Lp.581 [A Midsummer Night's Dream] 
[Act I] 
[Theseus -1 Now fair Hippolita, our nuptial hour 
Draws on apace; four happy days bring in 
Another Moon, but Oh methinks, how slow 
This old Moon wanes! She lingers my desires 
Like to a step-dame, or a dowager, 
Long whithering out a young mans revenue. 
Hippo- Four days will quickly steep themselves in night 
Four nights will quickly dream away the time 
And then the Moon like to a silver bow 
Now bent in heaven shall behold the night 
Of our Solemnities - 
[Lysander] Hermia -For ought that ever I could read 
Could ever hear by tale or History, 
The course of true love never did run smooth 
But either it was different in blood [1.1.132-1351 
Or else rnisgraffed with respect to years [1.1.137] 
Or else it stood upon the choice of friends [1.1.139] 
Of if there was a Sympathy in choice 
War, death, or sickness did lay seige to it 
" These quotations, and those on the next pages, are taken from different plays by William 
Shakespeare (1564-1616). 
Making it momentary as a sound, 
Swift as a Shadow, short as any dream 
Brief as the lightning in the collied night - [1.1.141-1451 
[Act 1111 
[Helena] Oh weary night, 0 long and tedious night 
Abate thy hours; Shine Comfort from the East 
And sleep that sometimes shuts up sorrows eye 
Steal me awhile from my own Company - [3.2.431-4341 
Shakesperes Midsummer Dream - 
Lp.591 [The Merchant of Venice1 
[Act IV] 
[Portia] The quality of Mercy is not strain'd 
It droppeth as the gentle rain from Heav'n 
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blessed: 
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes 
'Tis mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes 
The throned monarch better than his crown 
The Scepter shows the force of temporal pow'r 
The attribute to awe and majesty, 
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings; 
But Mercy is above the scepter'd sway 
It is enthroned in the hearts of Kings; 
It is an attribute to God himself. 
And Earthly pow'r doth then shew likest God's 
When Mercy seasons Justice - 
Tho' Justice be thy plea, consider this 
That in the Course of Justice, none of us 
Should see Salvation, We do pray for mercy; 
And that same pray'r doth teach us all to render 
The deeds of Mercy - [4.1.184-2021 
[Act 1111 
[Bassanio] There is no vice so simple, but assumes 
Some mark of virtue in its outward parts: 
How many cowards whose hearts are all as false 
As stairs of sand, wear yet upon their chins 
The beards of Hercules and frowning Mars, 
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Who inward searched have livers white as milk [3.2.81-861 
[Act V] 
[Portia] How far that little candle throws his beams 
So shines a good deed in a naughty world 
Shakespere 
Lp.601 [Act V] 
[Lorenzo] The Moon shines bright in such a night as this 
When the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees 
And they did make no noise; In such a night 
Troilus methinks mounted the Trojan wall 
And sighed his Soul towards the grecian tents 
Where Cressid lay that Night - 
[Jessica] In such a Night 
Did Thisby fearfully o'ertrip the dew 
And saw the Lions shadow e're himself 
And ran dismay'd away - 
[Lorenzo] In such a night 
Stood Dido with a willow in her hnad 
Upon the wild sea banks, and wav'd her love 
To come again to Carthage 
[Jessica] In such a Night 
Medea gather'd the enchanted herbs 
That did renew old Eason - [5.1.1-141 
[Lorenzo] How sweet the Moon light sleeps upon this bank 
Here will we sit, and let the sounds of music 
Creep in our ears - Soft stillness and the night 
Become the touches of sweet harmony. 
Sit Jessica: look how the floor of heav'n 
Is thick inlaid with patterns of bright gold; 
There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st 
But in his motion like an Angle sings 
Still quiring to the young-ey'd Cherubims 
Such harmony is in immortal sounds 
But whilst this muddy vesture of decay 
Doth grossly close us in, we cannot hear it - [5.1.54-651 
Ip.611 [Twelfth Night] 
[Act I] 
[Duke] That strain again; - It had a dying fall. 
Oh it came o'er my Ear like the sweet south 
That breath'd upon a bank of violets 
Stealing and giving odour - 
[The Merchant of Venice] 
[Act V] 
Jes[sica] I'm never merry when I hear sweet music 
Loren[zo] - The reason is your spirits are attentive 
For do but note a wild and wanton herd 
Or race of youthful and unhandled colts 
Fetching mad bounds, bellowing and neighing loud40 
If they perchance but hear a trumpet sound 
If any air of music touch their ears 
You shall percieve them make a mutual stand 
Their savage eyes turn'd to a modest gaze 
By the sweet pow'r of music - [5.1.69-791 
[Act 111 
[Gratiano] Who riseth from a feast 
With that KeenAppetite that he sits down? 
Where is the horse that doth untread again 
His teadious measures with the unbated fire 
That he did pace them first? All things that are 
Are with more spirit chased than enjoy'd. [2.6.8-131 
[Act V] 
[Portia] The Crow doth sing as sweetly as the lark 
When neither is attended; and I think 
The Nightingale should she sing by day 
When ev'ry goose is cackling would be thought 
No better a musician than the wren. 
How many things by season seasoned are 
"' Line 74, "Which is the hot condition of their blood," was omitted here. 
To their right praise and true perfection - [5.1.102-1081 
Ip.621 [Act 1111 
[Bassanio] Look on Beauty, and you shall see4I 
'Tis purchased by the weight, 
Which therein works a miracle of nature, 
Making them lightest that wear most of it 
So are those crisped snaky golden locks 
Which make such wanton gambols with the wind 
Upon supposed fairness, often known 
To be the dowry of a second head 
The skull that bred them in the Sepulchre. 
Thus ornament is but the gilded shore 
To a most dangerous Sea, the beautious scarf 
Veiling an Indian Beauty - [3.2.88-991 
[The Tempest1 
[Act I] 
[Prospero] Oh! cherubim thy wast that did preserve me 
Thou didst smile Infused with a fortitude 
From Heaven - r1.2.152-1541 
[The Merchant of Venice] 
[Act 111 
[Bassanio] - Hear me Gratiano, 
Thou art too wild, too rude, and bold of voice 
Parts that become thee happpily enough, 
And in such eyes as ours appear not faults, 
But w[h]ere thou art not known, why there they shew 
Something too liberal; pray thee take pain 
T'allay with some cold drops of modesty 
Thy skipping Spirit - [2.2.189-1991 
[Portia] For in companions 
That do converse and waste the time together 
Whose souls do bear an equal yoke of love 
There must needs be a like proportion 
Lines 88 and 89 are combined incorrectly. 
Of Lineaments, of Manners and of Spirit 
[The Life of Hen y Vl 
[Act I] 
[Bishop of ElyIThe strawberry grows underneath the nettle 
And wholesom berries thrive and ripen best 
Neighbour'd by fruit of baser quality - [I .1.60-621 
Shakespere 
[From The Task, Book I ,  "The Sofa"I4' 
There often wanders one whom better days 
Saw better clad, in cloke of satin trim'd 
With lace, and hat with splendid ribbon bound. 
A serving-maid was she, and fell in love 
With one who left her, went to Sea and died 
Her fancy follow'd him thro' foaming waves 
To distant shores, and she would sit and weep 
At what a Sailor suffers: fancy too 
Delusive where warmest wishes are, 
Would oft anticipate his glad return, 
A Dream of transports she was not to know 
She heard the doleful tidings of his death 
And never smil'd again, and now she roams 
The dreary waste; there spends the livelong day 
And there, unless when charity forbids, 
The livelong night. A tatter'd apron hides, 
Worn as a cloke, and hardly hides a gown 
More tatter'd still; and both but ill conceal 
A bosom heav'd with never ceasing sighs 
She begs an idle pin of all she meets 
And hoards them in her sleeve, but needful food 
Tho' press'd with hunger oft, or comelier cloths 
Tho' pinch'd with cold, asks never. - Kate is craz'd.[534-5561 
Cowper - 
42 William Cowper. See [p. 27-35] above. 
A sketch by Simon Brute. Elizabeth stands beside the graves of Harriet, Cecilia, Amina and 
Rebecca Seton. The words above her read "Eternity! Jesus," 
and on the book, "The Will of God." 
Courtesy, Daughters of Charity Archives, Emmitsburg, Maryland 
The Helvetiad a fragment by George Keate43 
Now shine auspicious on my arduous task, 
Ye sisters of the Lyre; who on the top 
of fair Parnassus blooming garlands wreathe 
To bind the temples of those happy few 
Ye deign to call your own! - 'Tis not enough 
That I invok'd you, when my daring pen 
First trac'd this theme of Freedom; still vouchsafe 
To guide it onward; - for I call you not, 
Celestial maids, to hang an amorous lay 
On beauty's shrine, or aid some trivial song; 
'Tis your own cause - 'Tis yours to rend the veil 
of dark oblivion, and bring forth to day 
43 George Keate (1729-1797), The Helvetiad: A Fragment Written at Geneva, 1756. In his preface 
to The Helvet~ad, Keate explained that when m Geneva, Switzerland, in 1756, he determined to 
write a poem of ten cantos about "this singular Revolution" against "the oppression of Austria" 
and "the three heroes who planned the Liberty of Switzerland with the defeat of Charles Le 
Hardi, the last Duke of Burgundy in 1476. 
The following text was checked against the complete poem m The Poetical Works of George 
Keate, Vol. 1 (London, 1781), on pages 93-124. In his poem "The Alps" Keate included the follow- 
ing lines: 
' I . .  .let the tear 
Steal from thine eye, as thou record'st the names 
Of Melchtal, Furst, and Stauffach." 
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Virtue's firm votaries! - to fix on high, 
Beyond times envious reach, the Hero's name 
on fames immortal scroll; that it may thence 
Shine to succeeding ages, and inspire 
Mankind to immitate what you record! - 
'Twas now that hour of silence and repose, 
The Dead of Night, when darkness, like the grave, 
Hides all distinction - when the fairy tribe, 
As antient story goes, beneath the bush 
Of rose, or woodbine, hold nocturnal sports; 
And Witches crouching under blasted trees, 
Mutter their mischiefs - restless, and forlorn, 
Alien alike to virtue, and to peace, 
In some sequester'd corner pines the wretch 
Whom conscious guilt torments -now all the pomp 
Which pours its idle flatt'ries round the great, 
And dazzles and deludes the vulgar eye, 
Remains unnotic'd; and awaits the morn 
To ask again its homage - calmly sunk 
In slumbers such as temperance insures, 
On his low pallet stretch'd, the Lab'rour lies, 
Pillow'd by soft content; nor sighs to know 
The dreams of Princes, near whose stately beds 
Pale care his melancholy vigil keeps. - 
The village clocks around the Lake struck twelve 
And cross Lucerne's waters with shrill note 
Twang'd on the silent air; speaking the hour, 
Th' important hours approach, destin'd to fix 
Thefuture fortune of this injur'd land; 
But speaking it unto those ears alone 
That conscious knew the summons -Nor did they 
Such monitor require - for slowly creeps 
The tardy foot of time, when the soul teems 
With deeds of import, and impatient waits 
The executing moment. - Onward came 
Led by three different paths, the Patriot chiefs 
By fate selected, midst these rugged scenes 
To plant that freedom, which in after years 
Should shoot, should flourish, and its blessings spread 
O'er all Helvetia'? sons. - Pensive they walk'd, 
Warm'd by such virtuous ardour as inspir'd 
The Roman spirit when the name of Rome 
In rigid honor bright, from the wide world 
Claim'd Reverence - Faithful to th' appointed place 
They duly join'd. - It was a clay-wall'd Hut 
Bosom'd in tufted trees, which on the verge 
Of craggy pastures sloping to the lake 
Stood hid in silent shade; where, when the heats 
Of summer rag'd the Shepherd-boy was wont 
Careless to stretch his limbs, what time his flock 
Cropp'd the sweet wild-thyme, or the umbrage sought 
Of some o'er shadowing cliff. - 'Tis not the place 
Which dignifies the act! - the noble mind 
Is ev'ry where the same! - Nor let the great 
Who hold their councils but in tapstry'd halls 
Deride this simple scene. - O! would to heaven! 
That all who sit in senates and decide 
The plans of Empire, thither went with minds 
As firmly Independent, or as warm 
To feel with indignation ev'ry wrong 
That shakes their country's peace! the door now clos'd, 
Suspended from a beam one lamp was hung 
To cheer the gloomy walls; and in each face 
Such greeting shew'd, as is far stronger told 
By looks, than language. -When De Staufiach thus 
Op'd the nocturnal meeting - "Welcome, Friends, 
And Welcome Brothers; for the name of friend, 
As that of Brother best belongs to those 
Whom one good principle, one honest fame 
Unite in love: albeit that the world 
Adulterates the titles! we are met, 
Like pious Children round an aged sire, 
To prop his feeble arm, his silver hairs 
From Infamy protect, and to his griefs 
Speak comfort - such our task - and such a Sire, 
Our country is; far other times than these 
Once us'd to know -This state, which first beheld 
Our dawn of life, which rear'd our youthful years, 
" Written at the left, "the name of Switzerland before the Revolution." 
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Which saw us shoot to manhood, and hath yet 
Preserved our properties, now calls aloud 
Complaining; summons ev'ry honest breast 
To feel its wrongs, and with a parent's voice 
Chides our unkind delay: each hour we breathe, 
The stern Vicegerents of proud Austria 
Tread on our sacred rights! judging their wills 
To be our only laws. - say, shall the tide 
Of wanton pow'r O'erwhelm us? Shall we sink, 
Nor buffet with the torrent? Is it meet 
[p.671 We stand unmov'd Spectators? tamely gaze 
Whilst the destroying flame lays all things waste? 
Rather let's leap into the funeral pile, 
And with our country's ashes mix our own. - 
He who was born to freedom, ne'er fogets 
The charms of Liberty, or e'er can bear 
Oppressions Iron hand! - yet think my friends, 
Smiling at human arrogance, aloft 
Th' Eternal Justice sits, with arm prepar'd 
To crush the ripen'd Tyrant, and avenge 
The conflicts of the Brave - their rest your trust - 
Haply thro' this dim Labyrinth, his hand 
May shape our course, and point in our distress 
Some honorable means to loose our chains 
E'er yet they bind too hard, e'er yet sweet hope 
Be but an empty name. - Better to die 
Than live Inglorious! happier far not be, 
Than be dependent on another's nod! - 
Ye guardian Rocks, that our little states 
Irregularly noble, raise your heads 
Majestic, down whose woody sides the rills 
Urge their wild course; how jocund was I wont 
To gaze upon ye all? -how raptur'd once 
Rang'd I your clifted steeps? with Nature charm'd 
And fair simplicity: - and thou lov'd Lake, - 
Who play'st in murmurs at their stony feet 
Thou too my joy hast witness'd: seen the smiles 
Content paints on the peaceful brow! -but now, 
1 Ye guardian rocks that round our little states 
2 Irregularly noble, raise your heads 
3 Majestic, down whose woody sides the rills 
4 Urge their wild course, no longer do I range 
Jocund, your clifted steeps: the Echo sweet 
Of Liberty no more allures! - and thou 
Lov'd lake, who murmur'st at their stony feet, 
[p.681 Must henceforth cease to witness to my Joy, 
No more canst charm! for tyranny, alas! 
Hath stain'd thy streams, and ev'ry spring is foul!" - 
Here paus'd the Patriot; for adown his cheek 
Quick roll'd th' involuntary tear, and stop'd 
His fault'ring voice: it was the tribute paid 
By Sensibility to social Love! - 
Not for himself he wept, no private loss: 
His generous mind embrac'd a suff'ring land 
And unborn generations - Tears like those 
How rarely see we now! -Yet howsoe'er 
A sordid interest or selfish views 
Mislead an erring world, the human Soul 
Ne'er shines more bright, than when she feels 
And aids the wretchedness of others! -on such worth 
Approving heav'n looks down, and smiling bids 
Recording Angles register the deed! - 
With countenance attentive, Furst took in 
His friends complaint; - and added, "Nor to me 
Less odious is the cause which brings us here; 
'Tis ever present to my thoughts; when morn 
Calls up the Healthful Hind, or Evening calm 
Bids peace to man; but unto such as me 
Bids it vain! for restless slumber they 
Who taste Affliction's cup: on my worn heart 
Still preys the bitter draught, and mocks repose" - 45 
"- How so well 
can we restore our bleeding countrys peace, 
As from the hand of pow'r boldly to wrest 
The staff of office, whose oppressive sway 
To long we've suffer'd? -Of their solemn trusts 
45 Written at the left is "a dream is related" [of his father]. Elizabeth omitted all of  page 103, 
and all but lines 17-18 from page 104. 
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When those ordain'd the guardians of our laws 
Become forgetful, or misuse their charge, 
Ip.691 Plum'd in Authority; 'tis virtue then, 
Nay our strict duty, to protect ourselves, 
And thunder in their ears. They are but men, 
As such responsible. - For say my friends, 
What is the cement of our concord here? 
Or what the bonds that hold in amity 
The peopl'd world? - Sprung from one gen'ral bed, 
Great Nature's children, we are All born free, 
And claim our birthright -But that pow'r supreme 
Who fashion'd first our complicated frame, 
Ne'er ment the Soul of man should be controul'd 
By those base views which only move around 
The centre of Self-love - Our mutial wants, 
Our mutial means of aid, call'd forth to view 
Each nobler virtue, and awak'd the mind 
To Friendship - to Benevolence and fame. - 
Hence rose Society; Hence those dear names 
Which heart to Heart unite, - and man to man; 
Hence all the tend'rest ties our bosoms know, - 
Hence Life's Sublimest raptures - Nations met 
As one vast family, to share alike 
The future Cloud or Sunshine. - While the cause 
Or Injury of each, was felt by All, 
And strictly judg'd - Rulers were chosen out 
As gen'ral Parents, to protect their rights 
And vindicate their wrongs; whilst unto them 
Honor, obedience, and respect were due, 
As their just tribute paid. -this mutual chain 
Links States, and Empires; 'tis the compact firm 
Of Kings and subjects; but if once 'tis broke, 
Or should this gen'ral parent e'er betray 
His sacred trust or prove a gen'ral foe; 
1p.701 The reign of Nature must again return, 
And her first strongest law is - self-defence." 
To whom, thus Melchtal - "Worthy countrymen 
I with an eager ear have unto both 
Listen'd attentively; and all you've said 
Seems to wear Reason's stamp. -His native rights 
Man never should relinquish - for the Soul 
By Tyranny feels its bright powers debas'd, 
Its faculties relax'd - 'Tis virtue's grave! - 
And all those generous springs on which she moves 
When Liberty's fair smiles protect her hopes, 
There lie entomb'd! - their ashes but produce 
A principle of conduct tenfold base, 
I ev'n shrink to name it, -abject Fear! - 
The Freedom by our Ancestors obtain'd; 
And unto us devolv'd, we hold in trust; 
It is a sacred pledge left in our hands, 
Of which we're but the guardians, strictly bound 
To yield it up to our posterity 
Pure and unstain'd. - Oh then, let Pity's eye 
Dart thro' the veil of years, and view the Race 
Who shall spring from us; and in after times 
When we're consign'd to dust, live in our stead, 
Tread the same path, with passions, and with hopes 
Like us endu'd, and all their claims as just! - 
This crisis slipt, they may hereafter want 
Force to regain what we ignobly lost! - 
But grant they should - By time the mind is taught 
Patient to bear its ills; and as the rays 
Of liberty decline, in the dark mist 
Which clouds its sitting, Public Virtue dies! /sinks! - 
~p.711 The rampant Lion taken in the toils 
Shakes fierce his shaggy mane, and combats hard 
To rend the chain that holds him; but his Cub 
Rear'd in a cage, unconscious of the joy 
To range the wilds, fawns at his Keeper's feet, 
And, quite forgetful of his nature, yields." -4h 
"- How poor is life! 
Its joys how chill'd, when Liberty is lost; 
If joys may then exist; when the curb'd mind 
No longer dares to Reason, but perceives 
At ev'ry turn a barrier, and must bow 
To each fantastic mandate" - 47 
Elizabeth omitted lines 4-17, all of page 110, and lines 1-12 of page 111. 
Written diagonally at the left, "De Stauffach relates the story of Bmtus and Caesar." 
Nought they replied, 
But side by side stood rooted; 'till at length 
With ardent looks, they mutually grasp'd hands, 
And shot their souls in at each other's eye, 
Pregnant with noblest purpose -well conceiv'd 
Of Both - for where concurrent passions meet 
There needs no Herald's trumpet to announce 
Their meaning! - Language here had all been vain! 
Unequal to the workings of the mind - 48 
[p.721 - Friendship an Ode - 4" 
Like the soft glad'ning dawn of light 
Sccessive to the gloom of Night, 
Is Friendships ray serene 
When on the sickly couch I lay 
No more my bosom heaves the sigh 
Should Friendship cheer the scene. 
'Tis Friendship gives the joy sincere 
Delights to wipe the falling tear 
To sooth the aching breast, 
Our griefs a social solace find 
'Tis friendship heals the wounded mind, 
It blesses, and is Blest - 
On Lifes decietful stream we sail 
Whene'er we meet a prosp'rous gale 
The flattering tribe attend, 
on whom, should adverse blasts arise 
or threat'ning storms protend the skies 
'Tis folly to depend. 
Let us my William ever be 
Inviolate in amity 
Still let its transports glow 
4n Elizabeth omitted all of pages 112, 113, 114,115, and 116. The poem ends on page 124. 
49 Anonymous. This ode appeared in The Gentlernnrt's Mngnzine of January 1780, and may have 
been published elsewhere. The name in line 19 was Lysander; but Elizabeth Seton changed it to 
her beloved William. 
Rare Book 31, page 72. 
Courtesy, Daughters ofcharity Archives, Ernmitsburg, Maryland 
How few like you possess a mind 
Where the soft virtues are combin'd 
That feel anothers woe. - 
Lp.731 [From Pope's "Spring: The First Pastoral or Damon"JSn 
Strep[hon] The gentle Delia beckons from the plain 
Then hid in shades eludes her eager swain; 
But feigns a laugh, to see me search around 
And by that laugh the willing fair is found. 
Daph[nis] The springhtly Silvia trips along the green, 
She runs but hopes she does not run unseen; 
While a kind glance at her persuer flies, 
How much at variance are her feet and eyes! [53-601 
Go, flow'ry wreath, and let my Silvia know, 
Compar'd to thine how bright her beauties show 
Then die; and dying teach the lovely maid, 
How soon the brightest beauties are decay'd. [ms.63-661 
Pope's 1st pastoral - Spring 
[From Pope's "Summer: The Second Pastoral or Alexis"] 
A Shepherd's Boy (he seeks no better name) 
Led forth his flocks along the silver Thame, 
Where dancing sun-beams on the waters play'd 
And verdant alders form'd a quiv'ring shade. 
Soft as he mourn'd the streams forgot to flow, 
The flocks around a dumb compassion show. [1-61 
Once I was skill'd in ev'ry herb that grew 
And ev'ry plant that drinks the morn[in]g dew; 
Ah wretched Shepherd what avails thy art, 
To cure thy lambs but not to heal thy heart. [3 1-34] 
"' The twelve lines below have a large X through them. The third verse does not appear in 
"Spring," published in Pope's Poetical Works, Herbert Davis, ed. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1966), but was in Pope's original manuscript. 
Alexander Pope (1688-1744), wrote these pastorals when he was fifteen. The four pastorals, 
one for each season, appeared in Tonwon's Political Miscellnt~ies VVI (1709). 
The shepherds shun the mid-day heat 
The lowing herds to murm'ring brooks retreat, 
To closer shades the panting flocks remove 
Ye gods! and is there no relief for love - [85-881 
2nd past[oral] - Summer 
[p.741 Poem on the New Year. By Miss Bowdlel.5' 
'Tis past: another year forever gone 
Proclaims the end of all; - with awful voice 
It calls the Soul to thought. Awhile she turns 
From present Scenes, and wanders 'er the past; 
Or darting forward, strives to pierce the vail 
Which hides from Mortal eyes the time to come. 
0 Thou, to grateful memory ever dear! 
Whom fond Affection still delights to name! 
Whom still my Heart exults to call My Friend! 
In fancy yet be present - Oft with Thee 
In many a lonely walk and silent shade 
My Soul holds converse! - Oft recalls the hours 
When pleas'd attention hung upon thy voice, 
While the pure dictates of celestial Truth, 
In Friendship's gentlest accents charm'd my ear, 
And sooth'd each anxious thought, and shew'd the Way 
Which leads to present Peace, and future Bliss: - 
Tho' now far distant, yet in thought be near, 
And share with me reflections sacred hour. [39.1-191 
And oh, to thee may each revolving year 
Its choicest blessings bring! May heavenly Peace, 
To every thoughtless mind unknown - pursued 
5' Jane Bowdler (1735-1803). In a letter to Julia Scott, 16 May 1798, Elizabeth reported: "I 
have returned Miss Bowdler to Mrs. P[ost] but not without transcribing in Anna's Book 
all those Observations I thought most valuable." See Letter 1.19 in Regina Bechtle, S.C., and 
Judith Metz, S.C., eds., Elizabeth Bay lq  Seton: Collected Writings, Vols. 1-3a&b (New York: 
New City Press, 2000-2006), 1:31. The 1798 edition of the poem at the Newberry Library is 
bound with William Roscoe's translation of Luigi Tansillo's The Nurse (see [pp. 82-84] below). 
The numbers in the brackets at the right of the text below are the page and line numbers 
from the 1798 edition of the Bowdler work. 
In vain thro' scenes of visionary good - 
That Peace which dwells with Piety alone, 
Still on thy steps thro' every stage attend! 
And purest Joy from Virtue's sacred source, 
Blest in the thought of many a well-spent day, 
Blest in the prospect of unbounded bliss, 
Cheer every hour, and triumph in the last. [40.1-101 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Thus oft when Youth is fled, when health decays, 
And cares perplex, and triffling pleasures cloy; 
Sick of vain hopes, and tired of present scenes [40.25-271 
The Soul returns to joys it feels no more 
And backward casts her view -Then Fancy comes 
In Memory's form, and gilds the long past days 
Recalls the faded images of Joys 
Paints ev'ry happy moment happier still; 
But hides each anxious fear and heartfelt pang, 
Each pleasure lost, and hope pursu'd in vain, 
Which Oft o'erspread with gloom the gayest hour, 
And taught ev'n Youth and innocence to mourn. 
0 happiness, in every varied scene, 
Thro' toil, thro' danger, and thro' pain pursued! 
Yet oft when present scarce enjoy'd: - when past, 
Recall'd to wound the Heart, to blast the sweets 
Yet given to life: - How are thy voteries, 
Misled by vain delusions, thus deciev'd! 
Let rising Hope forever on the wing. 
Still point to distant good, to perfect bliss; 
While conscious of superior pow'rs, the Soul 
Exulting hears her call, and longs to soar 
To scenes of real and unfading Joy. 
[p.761 Yet while on Earth some feeble rays are shed 
To cheer the mournful gloom, 0 let not man 
Reject the proffer'd gift! with innocence 
And gratitude enjoy'd, each present good 
Beyond the fleeting moment may extend 
Its pleasing force. - When Nature's varied charms, 
In all the gayest lustre of the spring, 
Delight the wond'ring view - [41.1-281 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
When the glad Heart Exulting beats 
At Friendships sacred call, 
And feels what language never can express; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Shall joys like these, on Virtue's basis rais'd 
Like Fancy's vain delusions pass away? 
Oh No! -nor time nor absence shall efface 
The ever dear Remembrance; - e'vn when past, 
When deep Affliction mourns the blessing gone, 
Yet shall that blessing be for ever priz'd, 
For ever felt. -When heaven-born Charity 
Expands the heart, and prompts the liberal hand, 
To soothe distress, supply the various wants 
Of friendless Poverty; and dry the tears 
Which bathe the Widow's cheek, whose dearest hope 
Is snatch'd away, and helpless orphans ask 
That aid she cannot give; Say, shall the Joy 
(Pure as the sacred source from whence it springs) [42.16-291 
Which then exalts the Soul, shall this expire? - 
The grass shall wither, and the flow'r shall fade, 
But Heav'ns eternal word shall still remain, 
[p.771 And Heav'ns eternal word pronounc'd it blest. 
Ye calm delights of Innocence and Peace! 
Ye joys by Virtue taught, by heav'n Approv'd! 
Is there a Heart, which lost in selfish views 
Ne'er felt your pleasing force, ne'er knew to share 
Another's joy, or heave a tender sigh 
For Sorrows not its own; - [43.1-lo] 
Is there a Heart like this? at such a sight, 
Let soft compassion drop a silent tear, 
And Charity reluctant turn away [43.15-171 
Nor e'er with envy view 
That calm which cold indifference sees to share, 
And think those happy who can never lose 
That good they never knew: - for joys like these 
Refine, ennoble, elevate the mind; 
And never, never shall succeeding woes 
Efface the blest impression: - Grief itself [43.22-281 
Retains it still; while Hope exulting comes 
To snatch them from the pow'r of time and death 
And tell the Soul - They never shall decay. [44.1-31 
What is Futurity? - it is a time 
By Heaven in Mercy giv'n, where all may find 
Their best their truest good, - the means, the powfr[46.26-281 
To elevate their nature, to exert 
Each nobler faculty, and still to rise 
In every Virtue. - Here the best may find 
Improvement: for what mortal e'er attain'd 
Perfections utmost point? and here ev'n those 
Who long by vice and Folly led astray 
Forsook the paths of wisdom and of truth, 
May yet return, and with new ardour seek 
tp.781 That long neglected good, which tho' dispised 
Rejected once, may here be yet Attain'd. - [47.1-lo] 
- Shall man complain 
Of seeming ills which Heaven in mercy sends 
To check his vain pursuits, exalt his views, 
Improve his virtues, and direct the Soul 
To seek that aid which ne'er can fail, that aid 
Which all who seek shall find? Oh! in the hour 
Of deepest horror when the throbbing heart, 
Oppress'd with anguish, can sustain no more, 
May Patience still, and Resignation, come 
To cheer the gloom! -not such as his who boasts 
Superior powers, a mind above the reach 
Of Human weakness, yet with ardour seeks 
The frail support of transitory praise; - 
or his, who trembling at an unknown power, 
Submits in Silence to Omnipotence, 
And struggling checks the murmurs of his breast; - 
But that sweet Peace that heartfelt confidence 
(By heavenly Hope, and filial love inspir'd, 
In Truths inviolable word secure) [48.10-281 
Which pain and sorrow never can destroy; 
Which smile triumphant in the gloom of Woe, 
And own a Father's pow'r, a Father's love 
O'er all presiding. - 
0 thou, great source of every good! by Whom 
This Heart was taught to beat, these thoughts to range 
O'er the wide circuit of the Universe 
To soar beyond the furthest bounds of time, 
[p.791 And pant for bliss this world could ne'er bestow; - 
While worlds unnumber'd tremble at thy pow'r, 
And hosts celestial own their loftiest strain 
Too weak to tell thy Praise; -Oh how shall man 
E'er lift his voice to Thee? Yet at thy call 
Thy Servant comes. 0 hear my humble prayer: - 
By thy Almighty Power direct, sustain 
My feeble efforts; and whate'er the lot 
To me on Earth Assign'd, 0 guide me still, 
By the blest light of thy eternal truth, 
Thro' ev'ry varied scene of joy or woe; 
Support my weakness by thy mighty aid, 
And lead my Soul to Peace - to Bliss - to Thee. [49.12-281 
[p.801 [The Minstrel or The Progress of 
[Book 111 
Fancy enervates, while it sooths the heart, 
And while it dazzles, wounds the mental sight. 
To joy each heigthning charm it can impart 
But wraps the hour of woe in tenfold night. 
And often where no real ills affright, 
Its visionary fiends, an endless train, 
Assail with equal or Superior might, 
And thro' the throbbing heart and dizzy brain, 
And shivering nerves shoot stings of more than mortal pain. 
And yet Alas! the real ills of Life 
Claim the full vigor of a mind prepared, 
Prepared for patient, long, laborious strife, 
Its guide Experience and truth its guard. [II:361-3731 
Beattie 
i2 James Beattie (1735-1803). He explained: "I have endeavoured to imitate Spenser in the 
measure of his verse, and in the harmony, simplicity, and variety of his composition." The 
Minstrel (1771) was popular as one of the best and longest poems written in Spenserian stanza. 
[p.811 [The Works of Horace15" 
Part of 7th Ode of Horace. 
["To Torquatus"] 
The circling hours that swiftly wing their way 
And in their flight consume the smiling day; 
Those circling hours, and all the various Year, 
Convince us nothing is immortal Here. 
In vernal gales cold winter melts away; 
Soon waste the Spring in Summer's burnng ray 
Yet summer dies in Autumns fruitful reign, 
And slow pac'd Winter soon returns again. 
The Moon renews her Orb with growing Light; 
But when we sink into the depths of Night, 
Where all the Good, the Rich, the Brave are laid, 
Our best remains are Ashes and a Shade. 
- Who knows that Heaven with ever bounteous Power 
Shall add To-morrow to the present Hour. [7-201 
Ip.821 [The 
Sonnet to Mrs. [R] -translated from the Italian of Luigi Tansillo 
As thus in calm domestic leisure blest, 
I wake to British Notes the Ausonian strings, 
Be thine the strain; for what the Poet sings 
Has the chaste tenor of thy life expresst. 
And whilst delighted to thy willing breast, 
With rosy lip thy smiling infant clings, 
" Philip Frances (1708?-1773) is primarily known for his translations of Latin poetry. 
54 William Roscoe (1753-1831), translated La Balin or The Nurse: A Poem, by Luigi Tansillo (1510- 
1568). The English text is found on the even pages, 16-66. At the Newberry Library the 1798 
edition of Roscoe's translation includes twelve pages of notes and is bound with Miss Bowdler's 
Poem on the New Year. 
Roscoe prefaced his translation of Tansillo's La Rnlia with a sonnet to his wife. In his intro- 
duction, Roscoe noted: "Such is the coincidence between the state of manners in Italy in the 
Sixteenth Century, and in England in the Eighteenth, that the translator ... has seldom found it 
expedient to vary from the original in the slightest degree." The 1798 edition has the Italian text 
printed on the even numbered pages, the English translation on the odd pages (found here to the 
right of the text). 
Pleas'd I reflect that from those healthful springs 
-Ah not by thee with niggard love represt - 
Six sons successive, and thy later care, 
Two daughters fair, have drank; for this be thine 
These blest delights approving conscience knows, 
And whilst thy days with cloudless Sun's decline 
May filial love thy Evening couch prepare, 
And sooth thy latest hours to soft repose. [W.R. p.31 
Portrait of Elizabeth Seton. Artist unknown. 
Courtesy, Daughters of Charity Archives, Emmitsburg, Maryland 
[Canto IlSs 
- What fury, hostile to our common kind, 
First led from nature's path the female mind, 
Th' ingenious sense by fashion's laws represt, 
And to a babe denied its Mothers breast. 
What could she, as her own existance dear, 
Nine tedious months her tender burthen bear, 
Yet when at leng[th] it smil'd upon the day, 
55 Written on the left side of the page, "From Tansillo's Poem the Nurse." 
To hireling hands its helpless frame convey? Lp.51 
And when relieved from dangers and alarms, 
The perfect offspring leaps into her arms, 
Turns to a Mother's face its asking eyes 
And begs for Pity by its tender cries - 
From her first grasp the smiling babe she flings 
- Hopeful that Pity can by her be shewn 
Who for another's offspring quits her own. 
Ip.831 Doubt ye the laws by Natures God ordain'd 
Or that the callous young should be sustain'd 
Upon the Parent breast? be these your schools 
Where Nature triumphs and where instinct rules. [p.13] 
-And can ye then while Natures voice divine 
Prescribes your duty, to yourselves confine 
Your pleas'd attention? can ye hope to prove 
More bliss from selfish joys than social love, 
Nor deign a mothers best delights to share, 
So purchas'd oft with watchfulness and care. 1p.171 
Pour back on Natures self the balmy tide 
Which Natures God for infancy supplied? Ip.111 
- - - - -  
His earliest wants to strangers breast supply - 
From different Veins a different nurture brings 
Polutes with streams impure the Vital Springs, 
Thro the young veins the sordid humours pass, 
And change by slow degrees the ductile mass. 1p.271 
[Canto 11] 
-If whilst in cradled rest your infant sleeps, 
Your watchful eye unceasing vigils keeps 
If when his little hands from bondage free 
Restless expand in new born liberty, 
You teach the child by reprehension slight 
In preference to the left to use the right; 
If thus the body claim your constant care, 
Shall not the mind your equal caution share. 
- long experience will the maxim prove 
That what your growing child imbibes when young, 
Imports not less, than from whose loins he sprung [p.37] 
- change but the younglings of the goat and sheep, 
The novel food each altered fleece will shew, 
Soft will the kid's and harsh the lambkin's grow - [p.39] 
Lp.841 -When Nature asks a purer lymph, subdued 
By needful Physic and by temperate food 
Say will the nurse her wonted banquet spare 
And for your Infant Stoop to humbler fare, 
Or with her pamper'd appetite at strife 
One potion swallow to preserve its life? 
Self her sole object, interest all her trade 
And more perverse, the more you want her aid 
Sinks the poor babe without a hand to save, 
And from the cradle steps into the grave. Ip.531 
-Say happier fortunes on your babe attend; 
His helpless infancy has found a friend. 
Leaps his young heart with undissembled bliss 
At the fond look, soft smile, or gentle kiss; 
Whilst by his lips the milky orbs are prest 
The soft affections spring within his breast. 
Till the pleas'd hireling owns the tender claim 
And to a Mothers office joins the name. 
But Ah forever lost the ties that bind 
In links of filial love the infant mind. 
All that maternal sympathy's impart; 
Mix'd with each sense, and twin'd about the heart; 
The Hope that every bliss to rapture swells, 
The care that every threatening ill repels; 
The smile that mingles with Affections tear, 
And speaks the favour'd object doubly dear. 
Each soft emotion frigid absence chills 
And love's young transports cold indifference kills. 
- - - - -  absence, like death, the object long remov'd 
Leaves but the memory of what once was lov'd; - [p.45] 
/ / 
- from Oberon a Poem by Wm. Sotheby. -56 
[Volume 11, Canto VII] 
At last, dire want that more and more subdues 
Drives the poor exiles from their favourite bay 
Yet up the Mountains as they wind their way 
Unsated famine still their steps persue - 
-And now half wild with anguish and delight, 
Huon 'mid anxious hopes 'mid thrilling fears, 
And boding misories, steep'd in tender tears, 
Views the sweet pledge of love swell gradual on his sight[stanza 831 
And oft Amanda clasps her husband's hand 
In silence on her heart, a tearful smile 
Gleams on her heart transporting look the while: 
Love weaves a new indissoluble band - 
A nameless joy, a solemn still desire, 
A mother's love, her boding breast inspire: 
Sensations sweet, yet strange, till now unknown, 
Scenes of maternal tenderness foreshown, 
Thrill thro' her glowing Soul - [stanza 841 
And this sweet pledge a firm assurance proves 
It tells her that the God whose word creates 
With all a Fathers warmth his Children loves. 
-Thus cheer'd, she bears her load without a sigh, 
And ev'ry care surprest, her Huon nigh, 
The raidant sun of hope is ever seen 
To beam sweet solace from her eye serene, 
And raise his faultering trust that seems about to die. [stanza 851 
5h Oberon: A Poem from the German of Christoph Martin Wieland (1733-1813), English trans- 
lation by Willam Sotheby (1757-1833). Weiland's Oberoil, based on the French chanson Huon 
de Bordenu, Chaucer's "Merchant's Tale" and Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dreain, was a 
foreign literary work influential for Romanticism. Weiland's original was written in ottava rima 
(8 lines, rhyming ababababcc). Sotheby preferred the Spenserian (9 lines, rhyming abbaccddc) 
and omitted many of Weliand's details and stanzas. John Quincy Adams also translated Oberon 
(1799-1801) while he was stationed in Germany. His translation adhered closely to Weliand's 
original and included the portions that Sotheby omitted, but it was not published until 1940. 
Rare Book 31, page 85. 
Courtesy, Daughters ofcharity Archives, Emmifsbur(t, Maryland 
[@a [Volume 11, Canto VIII] 
-She loves to lean in still and solemn pause 
in prescient rapture prest, 
Clasps a sweet child in spirit to her Breast - 
New tie that ten fold binds the husband and the Wife. [stanza 521 
---------- 
Clasps a sweet infant, whom maternal love 
Gifts ere the time with every winning grace; 
Bids her new hopes, and soft affections trace 
That ever circling round that centre move; 
Note the first smile of Infantine delight, 
Smiles that at once the pangs of death requite, 
Borne for her babe with willing patience mild. 
Now views the father's features in the child, 
Which Softening into hers, unfold before her sight. [stanza 531 
---------- 
And lo his little mouth that wistful seeks - [stanza 761 
She hears the silent call -how quickly hears 
A mother's heart! and follows it untaught, 
With such delight, such soul-transporting thought, 
That sure if Angels bending from their sphere 
Could gaze on earthly scenes with envious eyes, 
Envy at such a sight had reach'd the skies. 
She lays the lovely suckling on her breast, 
While tenderest sympathy, supremely blest, 
Feels in her heart new springs of transport rise [stanza 771 
Diagram of Ursa Major, or Charles' Wain. 
Courtes!/ of f t l ? ~  author 
lp.871 ["Charles Wain"] 
Charles Wains7 - seven bright stars towards the North, forms the four 
Wheels of a waggon, and the three others the horses - look on the two stars 
which compose the hinder wheels of [the] waggon and raise your eye to the 
top of the sky and you will see a very bright star that seems almost on a line 
with the two others - It is called the Pole star, it never moves from its place 
and by looking full at it you may always find the North - an appendage of 
Stars opposite Charles Wain is called Cassiopeia's chair - in the southern 
part of the heavens four large and shining stars compose the end of a figure 
almost square and full in the middle appears three more placid in a slanting 
line and very near each other, this is called Orion, and the three stars, his 
belt 
57 
"Charles Wain" is the only prose piece in Book 31. The handwriting here is not as precise as 
that of the poetry preceding it. Elizabeth Seton was interested in the work of William Herschel 
(1738-1823), who had plotted the Northern sky before his death. She wrote "Delightful verse B 
even seeing thro' Herschel glasses not a drop can be discerned" next to Tobias 26:14 in the Bible 
she used from 1813-1821. That Bible is in the Cathedral Library, Vincennes, Indiana. She and 
Father Brut6 exchanged notes about Herschel's discoveries on 29 August 1818. 
The seven principal stars of the constellation Ursa Major form the well-known group called 
Charles' Wain, or the Dipper. See diagram. 
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